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Abstract

A transient, one-dimensional numerical code was developed to model the liquid

flow in a non-uniformly heated, axial square groove. The groove was subjected to

transient body forces up to approximately 0.51 m/s 2. Axial variation in meniscus levels,

shear stress and heat transfer between the groove wall and the liquid, axial conduction

through the liquid, evaporation and body forces were accounted for in the model. Dryout

and rewet of the groove was allowed; the front location was determined using

conservation of mass and linear extrapolation.

A physical experiment was performed with a stainless steel plate into which eigh,

square grooves were machined. Ethanol was used as the working liquid. One end of the

plate was tilted relative to the other end and this tilt was varied with time, thereby

providing the transient body force. The depth of the ethanol in the groove, and the dryout

and rewet front locations, were experimentally measured.

Within the uncertainty of the measurements, the numerical results from the code

predicted the correct movement of liquid within the groove structure and also the correct

position of the dryout and rewet fronts.
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TRANSIENT BODY FORCE EFFECTS ON THE
DRYOUT AND REWET OF A

HEATED CAPILLARY STRUCTURE

I. Introduction

In recent years, heat transfer devices that utilize the phase change of a working

fluid within a capillary structure have been proposed as a means of thermal management

in the aerospace industry. Two examples of these heat transfer devices are the heat pipe

and the capillary-driven evaporator. Proposed uses of these devices include electronics

cooling (1-4) and engine inlet and wing leading edge cooling (5-10). Also, these devices

are being used more and more as a means of thermal management on space-based

platforms (11-16).

The environment of the aerospace vehicle or the space-based platform is one

where these capillary devices have traditionally not been used. The aerospace

environment is, in fact, a dynamic one where time-varying body forces influence the

movement of liquid in the capillary structure of these devices. This is supported by a

1991 report which concluded that the thermal and environmental loadings on these

devices are generally not constant but change with time depending on the ambient

conditions (17). Additionally, a conclusion from a 1989 paper stated that the operational

response of these devices was dependant on their environment, which was generally

dynamic (18). These conclusions demonstrate that transient effects must be accounted for

properly. Acceptance of capillary-driven heat transfer devices as the primary means of

cooling in these dynamic environments will depend on a thorough understanding of their

operation under the expected transient conditions (3).
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Thesis

The liquid motion in a non-uniformly heated capillary structure subject to transient

body forces may be numerically modeled. Specifically, the dryout and rewet process in

such a structure may be accurately predicted.

Definitions

Several terms used in the thesis are now defined. The first term is transient body

force; this simply refers to any body force that is varying with time. The body force may

be varying in magnitude or direction or both. The second term is capillary structure (also

referred to as a wick); this refers to a structure containing a liquid whose characteristic

dimensions are such that a meniscus forms at the liquid-vapor interface. Additionally, in

the absence of body forces, the motion of the liquid in such a structure must be induced

by the forces generated by the curved interface. The third term is dryout; this refers to

the process where a capillary structure, that is initially full of liquid, becomes void of

liquid due to evaporation or bulk motion. The final term, rewet, refers to the opposite

behavior; namely, the process where a capillary structure, initially void of liquid, becomes

full.

Two additional terms which are used extensively in this document are now

defined. The first of these is recession; this refers to the formation of the meniscus in the

capillary structure. Consider a clean glass buret that is initially filled to the top with

water such that no meniscus exists. Over time, as water evaporates from the top of the

buret, the level of water will decrease and a meniscus will form. As more water

evaporates, the level in the buret will continue to decrease. This decrease is referred to

as the recession of the liquid.
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The second additional term, front, is related to the terms dryout and rewet

described above. When a capillary structure is in a state of dryout, there is a region in

the structure where liquid is present, termed wet, and a region where there is no liquid,

termed dry. The interface between the dry and wet regions in a capillary structure is

defined as the front. Different front definitions are used by different researchers; the one

used in this work is specifically defined in Chapter IV. Note that liquid in a capillary

structure necessarily recedes before dryout occurs.

Literature Review

Since the obvious application of this work is to a heat pipe wick, the literature

review was focused in this area. Several papers were found relating to the effect of body

forces on heat pipe performance (19-29). The bulk of knowledge on body force effects

can be divided into that dealing with steady-state body forces (constant accelerations or

vibrations) and that dealing with transient body forces. The bulk of literature on body

force effects lies in the steady-state category. The information pertaining to transient

body forces will now be discussed.

In August 1990, NASA Lewis Research Center organized a workshop on modeling

heat pipe performance under transient conditions (30). Conclusions from the workshop

indicated that modeling of the liquid flow in the wick with conduction in the wall was

the most important part of the transient heat pipe problem. They recommended continued

emphasis on experiments geared toward physical understanding of the liquid flow,

especially the dryout and rewet phenomena. They noted that no work was underway to

study body force-induced transients during heat pipe operation.

Yerkes et al. (28) studied the effects of transverse and axial accelerations with step

power changes on the performance of a flexible copper/water heat pipe designed for use
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on high performance fighter aircraft Steady, periodic and burst transverse accelerations

with frequencies of 0.01 and 0.03 Hz and peak-to-peak values of 1.1 to 9.8 g were

experimentally tested. Results of the study indicated a partial dryout of the artery at

higher accelerations. They also noted that reduction in the acceleration was the most

effective method for rewetting the pipe. Theoretical analysis dealt only with the steady

behavior of increased accelerations on the pipe's performance and no attempt was made

to model the liquid flow in the wick. Essentially, this work verified that increased body

forces, especially those directed axially along the pipe, caused the liquid in the wick to

collect at one end of the pipe, a phenomenon referred to as pooling. Additionally, it

showed that reducing the body force was the most effective means of redistributing the

pooled liquid along the wick. This work was important in that it was the first to actually

document the dryout of the wick due to transient body forces.

One paper was found that attempted to visually observe the effect of transient

body forces on the liquid flow in a wick structure. In this work, Hawthorne (27) studied

the effect of a transient body force on the liquid flow in a single, heated capillary groove,

simulating the flow in a heat pipe wick. The transient body force was generated by

rotating the groove. He discovered that the extent of dryout in the groove depended on

the magnitude and duration of the rotation transient. This work was important in that it

visually verified what had been experimentally measured; namely, body forces (in this

case, transient) served to move the liquid in the wick such that a dryout condition

occurred. Also, by proper application of the same transient body force, a rewet of the

dried-out groove was possible. No analytical model, other than a steady-state calculation

of the capillary limit, was made.

Several investigators have attempted to numerically model the liquid flow in a heat

pipe wick (31-39). Two numerical models repeatedly found in the literature are the
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Groove Analysis Program (GAP) and the Beam piston model. A description of each

model is found in Appendix A. The underlying assumptions made in each of these

models are representative of those made in most numerical wick models. Limitations

specific to each model are described below.

The GAP model (32) is a steady-state formulation that is applicable only to

grooved structures and treats the body forces as steady; no temporal or spatial variations

are allowed. The liquid radius of curvature in the groove is properly modeled, allowing

it to vary along the groove axis. A limitation, however, is that this radius of curvature

is only allowed to vary from a minimum at the evaporator equal to one-half the groove

width to a maximum at the condenser equal to the radius of the vapor space. Based on

Hawthorne's observations, this limits the capillary pumping to an arbitrarily low value.

The Beam piston model (33) is an unsteady formulation that does not include body

forces. The wick is assumed to be entirely full up to the dryout front which means that

no recession of the liquid along the groove axis is allowed. In an actual heat pipe,

recession of the liquid into the wick can occur without causing dryout and always occurs

as a precursor to dryout. Visual observations from the work of Hawthorne (27) and

Ambrose et al. (35) have verified this behavior. Because liquid recession into the wick

is ignored, the Beam piston model predicts dryout earlier than actually occurs.

A limitation of both models is that neither attempts to describe the nature or

behavior of the liquid front within the wick. In the GAP model, no liquid front is

allowed to develop; the simulations are stopped when the capillary limit is achieved. In

the Beam model, the front is treated like a piston with no attempt to describe what it

actually looks like.

Finally, both models assume that momentum changes in the liquid are negligible.

This assumption reduces the liquid momentum equation to a form of Darcy flow, which
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models the pressure drop by equating the sum of pressure, shear and body force terms to

zero and neglects any change in the liquid inertia (40). During steady-state behavior, the

liquid velocity is small and hence, inertia effects are probably negligible. The same

conclusion cannot be deduced for the case of a transient body force environment where

inertia effects can be significant.

Summary

Based on the experimental work accomplished to date, there is sufficient evidence

to suggest that body forces do influence the liquid flow in a capillary structure.

Specifically, these body forces act on the liquid and move it in a manner that can cause

a dryout condition. These same body forces can also effect a rewet of the dried-out

region.

The capability to numerically model unsteady capillary flow subject to transient

body forces is inadequate. Several simplifying assumptions in the unsteady model

presented above make results from this model questionable. A new, more realistic model

is warranted. This new model must be an unsteady formulation that properly models

recession and allows for transient body forces and changes in liquid momentum within

the capillary structure.

Method of Study

This work approached the problem from both a numerical and experimental

perspective and had the following objectives:

Numerical--develop and numerically solve a set of governing equations
describing liquid motion in a capillary structure subject to transient body
forces which generate a dryout and rewet condition.

Exoerimental--design and build a capillary structure and test section to
obtain accurate, time-dependant data in order to verify the numerical
model.
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The numerical model was developed utilizing control volume techniques to

represent the unsteady liquid flow in a capillary structure subject to transient body force

effects. The capillary structure was modeled as an axial, square groove; a common

capillary structure used in heat pipes (32). In addition to transient body forces, the

numerical model included liquid recession, capillary and friction forces, heat transfer,

evaporation, and dryout and rewet.

In order to validate the numerical model, several physical experiments were

performed. These experiments were designed to simulate the groove structure and

phenomena listed above. Experimental data was gathered on the liquid distribution in the

groove and the location of the dryout and rewet fronts. This data was compared to the

numerical results and used to validate the numerical model.

Research Value

The value of this research is twofold; first, many of the simplifying assumptions

made in heat pipe wick models, which simulate capillary flow, are removed in this work.

Additionally, the body force term is treated as a time-dependent variable and not as a

constant. This makes the research important in that it is an attempt to develop a transient

numerical model that more accurately describes liquid motion in a capillary structure

subject to transient body forces.

The second reason this research needs to be accomplished lies in its power as a

predictive and design tool. Because of the more accurate representation of the liquid

inventory, dryout and rewet may be predicted more accurately.

Additionally, since this research deals specifically with body force-induced dryout

of the wick, this new model may be used as an aid in designing and studying wick

structures that are more tolerant to adverse transient body forces.
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11. Theory

The purpose of this chapter is to define the physical principles governing liquid

flow in capillary structures and to present a new model that will account for the unique

operating characteristics of liquid flow in a capillary structure subject to transient body

forces.

Surface Tension

At the interface between a liquid and a gas or between two liquids that do not

mix, forces develop in the interface between them which cause it to behave like a

membrane stretched over the liquid. In reality, there is no membrane, but the analogy

helps explain some everyday occurrences. For example, a small needle will float on

water if gently placed there even though the density of the needle is significantly greater

than that of water. Similarly, water droplets will bead up on the surface of a newly

waxed car.

These surface phenomena are due to the unbalanced cohesive forces acting on the

liquid molecules near the surface. The molecular density in the interior of the liquid is

much greater than the molecular density very near the surface. Molecules deep within

the liquid repel each other, while molecules near the surface attract each other. The net

effect is that the surface of the liquid is in tension (40).

If a cut of length dx is made in the interfacial surface, equal and opposite forces

of magnitude adx are exposed normal to the cut and parallel to the surface, as seen in

Figure 2-1. a is termed the surface tension coefficient and has units of N/m. ca is found

to decrease with increasing temperature and is a function of the liquids on either side of

the interface.
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Figure 2-1. Interfacial Cut Showing Associated Shear Stress

Surface films also exist bietween solids and liquids, and solids and vapors, and

each ha- a respective surface tension coefficient, termed a,, and o,, . The curvature of

a liquid surface near a solid interface depends on the difference between these two

coefficients. Consider the solid-liquid-vapor interfaces seen in Figure 2-2. If a,v is greater

than ar,, , then the net resulting force, o1v, is up and to the left and liquid is pulled up the

side of the wall. The angle between the wall and the resultant force, 0 , is termed the

wetting angle. In this instance, the wetting angle is some value between 0 and 7V2

radians. Detergents and wetting agents both serve to reduce the wetting angle of a liquid

to a value less than n/2 radians. The meniscus that is formed by water in a glass

capillary tube is an example of a liquid that wets a surface.

If, however, o, is less than a,, , then the net resulting force is down and to the

left and the liquid is pulled downward. The wetting angle in this case is greater than n/2
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Figure 2-2. Solid-Liquid-Vapor Interfaces and Associated Surface Tension Forces

radians. This helps explain why water beads up on the surface of a newly waxed vehicle

and why mercury forms an inverted meniscus in a barometer. Each of these is an

example of a liquid that does not wet a surface.

Finally, if o., and a€, are approximately equal, then the net force is perpendicular

to the interface and the liquid has no tendency to climb up or down the wall. The wetting

angle in this case is identically 7r/2 radians. The wetting angle, in all these cases, is only

a function of the liquid and the material with which it is in contact.

If a similar wall is placed in close proximity to the one wall shown in Figure 2-2,

with the liquid occupying the space between them, then two curved surfaces develop, one

on either wall, and the resulting shape of the combined interfacial surface is curved and

is termed a meniscus. A mechanical balance on the meniscus reveals a pressure
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difference across this inteuface, with the pressure on the concave side being greater. This

change in pressure due to a curved surface is termed capillarity and is now described.

Capillarity

Liquid flow in channels of small cross-section is influenced by the phenomenon

of capillary action. Axial variation in the meniscus radius of curvature in the channel

establishes an axial pressure gradient. This pressure gradient formed by the variation in

meniscus shape, termed capillarity, provides the driving force that moves the liquid in the

absence of any external accelerations. The pressure difference across the meniscus at any

location along the channel is termed the capillary pressure and is a function of the

channel geometry and the properties of the liquid within the channel.

The capillary pressure of the liquid, P,, at any point along the channel is governed

by the Laplace-Young equation (41)

Pc = C +

where a is the surface tension of the working liquid (a with no subscript refers to a,),

and R, and R2 are the principal radii of curvature of the curved surface defining the

interface between the liquid. Figure 2-3 shows a typical curved interface and its

associated radii of curvature.

Two simple geometries illustrate the effect of capillarity and how the capillary

pressure is determined. First, consider a capillary tube of radius, r, as seen in Figure 2-4.

The two principal radii of curvature, R, and R2 , are equal to each other and can be shown

to be R = rlcosO . Substituting into Eqn [2-1] yields
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Pn 2a coe [2-2]
r

A second geometry that lends itself to a simple solution is the rectangular groove

seen in Figure 2-5. In this geometry, one principal radius of curvature (the one extending

into and out of the page), is infinite, while the other has a value of R = w/2cos0 , where

w is the width of the groove. Substituting this into Eqn [2-1] yields

P = 2a cos E [2-3]

The surface tension, wetting angle and geometry are assumed known in Eqn [2-2] and

Eqn [2-3]. From these examples, the capillary pressure is seen to be only a function of

the geometry of the capillary structure and the liquid.

New Model

A new thermo-hydrodynamic model is presented to analyze the liquid flow in a

non-uniformly heated capillary structure exposed to a transient body force environment.

Control volume analysis, including continuity, momentum and energy relationships, is

used to model the liquid flow.

Assumptions. Several assumptions were made concerning the derivation of the

mathematical model and many of the assumptions were made, so the particular

experiment described in Chapter IV could be modeled. The assumptions made and the

physical situation that was modeled are now described.

With respect to the capillary structure, an axial square groove structure was

selected. The axial groove is a common heat pipe wick structure and has been used

extensively in wicking tests at AFIT (27,42). The groove used for the experimental work

was constructed from stainless steel. It had a constant width, w , and depth, 6 , along its

entire length. One end of the groove could be tilted relative to the other end and this tilt
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couid be varied with time, thereby providing a trarsient body force. Additionally, no

flooding of the groove was allowed. In other words, the level of liquid in the groove was

not allowed to exceed the groove depth. This was done to simplify the modeling process.

Finally, the environmental pressure above the liquid in the groove was assumed to be

constant and equal to the ambient pressure.

The working fluid was ethyl alcohol, frequently called ethanol. Ethanol was

chosen because of its wetting compatibility with respect to stainless steel and also due to

its ready availability. The ethanol was considered incompressible and homogeneous.

Using published data (43) and over the temperature ranges of this work (295 K - 315 K),

the density varied by less than one percent around a mean value of 785 kg/M3; this value

was used throughout the study.

Free convection and radiation losses from the liquid to the surrounding

environment were considered negligible compared to the energy carried away via

evaporation. Consider ethanol at a mean bulk temperature of 305 K; using experimental

data from Chapter IV, the mass flux is approximately 1.7 gm/s-rn2. Using published data,

the latent heat, X., at this temperature is approximately 1000 KJ/kg (43). The energy flux

associated with evaporation is the product of the mass flux and the latent heat. Therefore,

the evaporative heat loss rate is approximately 1700 W/ m2. Using a free convection

coefficient of 15 W/m2-K and an ambient temperature, T, , of 295 K, the free convection

losses are approximately 150 W/m2, an order of magnitude less than the evaporative heat

loss. Finally, assuming the radiation losses to the environment to be proportional to

=,Q a (T" - T..) , where a., is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, the radiation losses are

approximately 50 Wim2, almost two orders of magnitude less than the evaporative heat

loss. Based on these arguments, free convection and radiation losses were neglected.
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Additionally, the flow of ethanol in the groove structure was assumed to be

laminar. Early tests on a square groove with characteristic dimension of approximately

1.5 mm revealed that for groove tilt angles comparable to what was investigated in this

study, the ethanol velocity was approximately 5 mm/s. This was estimated by monitoring

the movement of impurities in the ethanol during the tilting of the groove. Using these

dimensions and velocities, the Reynolds Number was on the order of 10. This is much

less than the laminar limit of 2300. Based on this argument, the flow in the groove was

assumed laminar at all times.

Several general assumptions were made. Changes in kinetic and potential energies

within the liquid were considered negligible with respect to changes in its internal energy.

Consider ethanol at a bulk temperature of 305 K. The change in internal energy per unit

mass of ethanol at this temperature is given by cAT , where c. is the specific heat per

unit mass. The specific heat of ethanol at this temperature is approximately 2.4 KJ/kg.

Assuming a 1 K change in liquid temperature, in order for the change in liquid specific

kinetic energy, A (-.K..J), to be order of magnitude close, velocities in excess of 70 m/s

would have to exist in the groove structure. This is an unrealistic situation. A similar

line of reasoning was used to neglect the influence of the potential energies. For the

same 1 K change in temperature, changes in potential heights in excess of 200 m would

be needed; again, an unrealistic scenario. Based on these arguments, changes in the

kinetic and potential energies of the liquid were neglected in favor of changes in the

internal energy.

Additionally, only one front was allowed to exist at any one time within the

groove. This was done to simulate the dryout and rewet that was expected in the physical

experiment.
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* Finally, the reference frame for this analysis remained fixed to the groove stricture

and rotated with the groove. This was done to simplify writing the equations of motion.

However, in order to account for the fact that this was a non-inertial reference frame, a

modification to the momentum equation was needed and will be discussed in more detail

later in this chapter.

Continuity Equation. Consider the control volume shown in Figure 2-6. The flow

is from left to right and the level of the meniscus in the groove is assumed to vary

linearly as a function of axial location, x. For this analysis, the area on either side of the

me

(pAY)

(pAV) + C (pAV)dx

dx3

Figure 2-6. Control Volume for Liquid Continuity Analysis

control volume through which the liquid flows is assumed to include the liquid from the

base of the groove up to and including the bottom of the meniscus, along with the liquid

that forms the meniscus. This cross-sectional flow area is a function of axial location,

x, and time, t.
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Conservation of mass for this control volume requires that the sum of the time rate

of change of mass within the control volume and the mass flow exiting the control

volume minus the mass flow entering the control volume equal zero. Summing the flows

and subtracting out similar terms yields the one-dimensional, unsteady continuity equation

for this control volume

a(pAdx) + a(pAV) dx +th=0 [2-4]

at ax

p is the liquid density, A is a simply-averaged area between the left and right ends of the

control volume, V is the liquid velocity and *, is the evaporative mass flow. Applying

incompressibility, noting that A- A as dx-- 0, and dividing by pdr , Eqn [2-4]

simplifies to

aA + a(AV) +h [2-5]
t -ax pdx

The evaporative mass flow term is a function of the liquid temperature and a discussion

of how it was determined is found in Chapter IV.

Momentum Equation. Figure 2-7 shows the same control volume with the

appropriate forces (solid arrows) and momentum terms (dashed arrows). Conservation

of momentum requires that the sum of the time rate of change of the momentum within

the control volume and the momentum flow out of the control volume minus the

momentum flow into the control volume equal the summation of all forces acting upon

the control volume.

Summing the forces and flows and subtracting out similar terms yields the one-

dimensional, unsteady momentum equation in Eqn [2-6]. P and P, are the liquid and

ambient pressures respectively, and V, is the velocity with which the evaporative mass
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Figure 2-7. Control Volume for Liquid Momentum Analysis

a(pAVdx) + o(pAV2 ) d+rheVsiny = a)x
at ax aX [2-6]

- pZgsinspdx -(P, --. )w tanydx --tA .pAZ 2rdx
R

flow leaves the control volume. This velocity was calculated using V = me , where
peAt

p, is the ethanol vapor density and A, is the area over which the evaporation occurs. W

is the groove tilt angle, defined positive when the evaporator end is raised, -c is the shear

stress between the groove wall and the liquid and A refers to the circumferential area of

the control volume over which the shear acts. y refers to the angle generated by the axial

variation in meniscus level, Q is the groove rotation rate and r is the axial distance from

the center of rotation to any point in the liquid.
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The last term on the right hand side of the Eqn [2-6] is a fictitious acceleration

term that must be added to account for the fact that these equations of motion are written

in a non-inertial reference frame.

The center of rotation of the groove structure was considered to be the inertial

point of reference and this point was assumed to be stationary in an inertial reference

frame. In the experiment, the center of rotation was not translating but only rotating with

respect to this inertial reference frame.

According to White (44), the fictitious acceleration terms are

Sd2X d d
a =- - - - x r -Q x (Q x r) - - -_ 22 x 1

dt2  dt dt

where X is the distance between the inertial frame and the moving frame, V is the

translational velocity of the moving frame and . and r are as described previously. Since

X and IF are zero in this particular experiment, the first, fourth and fifth terms above are

zero. Term two is non-zero but its direction is perpendicular to the groove axis and

therefore does not contribute to the liquid motion. This acceleration term acts to force

liquid out of the groove in a direction perpendicular to the groove axis.

In order to neglect this term, its magnitude must be less than the acceleration due

to gravity. This inequality is given by I OrI< g , where 0 = dQ•. Solving this inequality

in terms of 0 results in InI < £ ,where r. is the maximum length of the capillary
r

structure. This last inequality provides a limit to the motions that may be analyzed with

this new model.

Consider sinusoidal groove motion given by W = ,Vsin(2not) , where i., is the

maximum amplitude of the motion and wo is the frequency of rotation. This motion was

used for the numerical experiments of this study. Differentiating this last expression

twice with respect to time provides 0 which is 0 = -4niro'2 isin(2nrot) . Substituting
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this result into the inequality above, noting that the maximum value of sin(2xno) is one,

and solving for the frequency results in the following inequality, ce < g

This inequality was plotted and the result is seen in Figure 2-8. This figure shows

the maximum allowed frequency for a given maximum amplitude for the motion

lao115

j10

5

0.025 0.0 0.075
)inRrtm AnaIjft y (rOMd

Figure 2-8. Frequency vs. Amplitude Limit for Numerical Experiments

described above. The length of the groove, r,,, , is 0.254 m and the gravitational

constant, g , is 9.81 m/is2. As long as the combination of frequency and amplitude lie

below the limit line, the assumption that the out of plane acceleration term has no

influence on the liquid flow is valid. This curve only applies to the sinusoidal motion

described above. Since all of the numerical work in this study was performed within the

limit described above, the d- r term was neglected.

The only contribution to the liquid motion therefore, comes from the 2 r term.

It is important to note that this result is only valid for this experiment; those terms
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neglected in this analysis may appear in other analyses depending on the environment in

which the capillary structure is placed.

The resulting form of the momentum equation, after dividing Eqn [2-6] by the

constant, pdx, yields

a(AV) + a (A V2+.--A) i -A gVsiny /
p pdx [2-7]

Pressure. The liquid pressure at any location along the groove is defined

as the sum of the capillary pressure and the average pressure generated by the height of

liquid in the groove at that location. This is seen by referring to the groove structure

inclined at an angle V in Figure 2-9.

Pz

pAgdr

dr

Figure 2-9. Control Volume for Derivation of Hydrodynamic Pressure
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In Seneral, the liquid pressure in the groove, P, is defined a,

1 fP(z) dA [2-8]

A , the cross-sectional flow area, is approximated by A = wh , where h is the average

height of the liquid in the groove. from the figure, A may also be written as

WA [2-9]

where A - h cosw. Substituting Eqn [2-9] into Eqn [2-8] results in

p = p(z)dh [2-10]

h

With z as shown in Figure 2-9, the pressure at any z location, measured from the

meniscus down to the bottom of the groove, is

P(z) = PC + pgz [2-11]

where PC is the capillary pressure. Substituting Eqn [2-11] into Eqn [2-10] and

integrating yields the average liquid pressure in the groove as

P = PC + pgh [2-12]

where h0=.5A .

The capillary pressure has already been discussed. Recession of the meniscus into

the groove structure reduces the liquid pressure from ambient pressure by an amount

equal to aIR. R, the radius of curvature of the meniscus, is a geometric quantity and is

found in the following manner.

If the groove is entirely full, then the radius of curvature approaches infinity. As

liquid is removed from the groove, the meniscus begins to recede and the radius of

curvature begins to decrease from infinity to a value equal to one-half the groove width
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when the meniscus is fully formed. From this point, any further decrease in the liquid

inventory causes the meniscus to fall within the groove structure but not change from its

fully formed shape. This behavior is assumed to be true until the liquid inventory reaches

a state such that the bottom of the meniscus is tangent to the bottom of the groove.

When the meniscus is fully formed it is generally accepted that the capillary

pumping has reached its maximum. In the Hawthorne work (27), experimental

observations of the dryout and rewet behavior of an ethanol front in a I mm rectangular

copper groove heated from below were made. Hawthorne observed that the front (liquid

inventory sufficient for the meniscus to be tangent to the bottom of the groove) was well-

defined and its position recordable. In addition to the front, liquid spikes were visible

that extended iorward of the front on either side and the ethanol in these spikes remained

concentrated in the corners of the groove. These spikes also appeared to be pumping or

pulling ethanol from the bulk of liquid behind the front. The shape and behavior of these

spikes was different depending on whether the groove was drying out or rewetting. The

fact that these spikes appeared to be pumping liquid at all indicated that the radius of

curvature decreased beyond the generally accepted minimum value for a groove and that

additional capillary pumping was possible. Similar observations were noted by this author

on a groove structure with dimensions identical to the groove used in this work.

It is therefore assumed that as the liquid inventory depletes beyond the tangent

condition described above, the rem-ining liquid recedes into the comers of the groove and

the radius of curvature continues to decrease until the point that the pressure decrease

caused by the capillary action causes a negative liquid pressure.

Radius of Curvature. Figure 2-10 shows the various meniscus levels within

the groove structure and defines three critical areas. The first critical area, A!, , occurs
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Figure 2-10. Critical Meniscus Levels for a Square Groove

when the groove is entirely full and its value is simply A,, = wb with a corresponding

infinite radius of curvature.

The second critical area, A 4 , corresponds to the point at which the meniscus first

becomes fully formed. At this point, the radius of curvature is w/2 and the critical area

is A 2 = w& -0.5n(w/2) 2 .

The sector area between Ac1 and A 2 , termed As,, , is calculated knowing the

radius of curvature and the groove width by

A ,==R sin" -T 4 [2-13]

Eqn [2-13] is a transcendental equation and may not be solved for R in terms of w and

A,,. However, given a range of R values, a corresponding list of non-dimensional cross-

sectional flow areas (A/Ar,) can be calculated and plotted. The resulting curve is seen in
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Figure 2-11 and this curve was curve-fit to provide a more useful relationship between

A. and R. A tenth order natural log polynomial curve-fit of the form

R=w [ A [2-1412*• *=~ C [ii-I
2 i ' Ado

with coefficients given in Table 2-1 provides errors of less than 0.04 percent at all areas

between AC, and A,2 . The natural log polynomial fit was chosen over a simple

polynomial fit because it provided the best correlation with the data.

0.715

0.600 0.700 o0 0 o0 0 .0M o 90o 0.950 1.0o0
(AIA,~,)

Figure 2-11. Radius of Curvature vs. Cross-Sectional Flow Area in a Square Groove

The third critical area, A 3 , occurs when the meniscus is tangent to the bottom of

the groove. This is equal to a cross-sectional flow area of A. = 0.125w 2(4-n) and a

radius of curvature equal to w/2. As the cross-sectional area decreases beyond A,,, the

radius of curvature also decreases. Its value is found as a function of the remaining

cross-sectional flow area as
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* Table 2-1. Curve-fit Coeff.&cit for 10th Order Natural Log Polynomial Fit to Radius

of Curvature vs. Cross-Sectional Flow Area for a Square Groove

C0  3.05395E-08
C, -6.0002
C2  -3.0324
C3  61.972
C4  48.415
CS -1483.4
C6  -8296.2
C7  -22364.
C, -34471.
C9 -29195.
CIO -10583.

R 2A I1,R = [2-15]

This additional decrease in radius of curvature is allowed to continue until the minimum

allowable liquid pressure occurs.

In summary, the liquid pressure in the groove at any axial location is strictly a

function of the ambient pressure, the groove geometry and tilt, the cross-sectional flow

area and the liquid properties and is given by

P=p -_. +pgh [2-16]

where R is a function of the cross-sectional flow area and h is a function of the cross-

sectional flow area and the groove tilt.

Shear Stress. The shear force between the liquid and the groove wall must

be modeled in order to solve the momentum equation. According to Chi (41), its value

is calculated in a manner similar to classic pipe flow theory, but with modifications to
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account for the fact that the groove is not a tube but a channel. How the shear stress was

modeled in this work is now presented.

From the assumptions, the flow in the groove is laminar at all times. With this

assumption, the (f-Re) product is calculated using the following equation from Shah (45)

(f.Re) = 24.0 ( 1 -1.3553 a* + 1.9467 a" - 1.7012 a*+ [2171

0.9564 a" -0.2537 a")

where a* is the groove aspect ratio defined as a' = w/ 6 and Re is the Reynolds Number

based on the hydraulic diameter, D, , where D, = 2w6/(w÷5). Eqn [2-17] is a curve-fit

to experimental data and is valid to within 0.05 percent (45).

To account for the fact that the flow in the groove is really flow in an open

channel, a modification to Eqn (2-17] is made. Chi (41) recommends using Eqn (2-17],

but with a modified aspect ratio equal to the groove width divided by twice the wetted

groove height. The Reynolds Number form is the same but the hydraulic diameter is

recalculated using D,=4w61(w+26). This results in an overall increase in the(f.Re)

factor from the smooth tube value. With the channel friction factor determined, the shear

stress is calculated using

[2-18]
2

Energy Equation. Figure 2-12 depicts the same control volume used to develop

the mass and momentum equations with the appropriate energy terms, where free

convection and radiation losses are assumed negligible. Conservation of energy states that

sum of the time rate of change of energy within a control volume and the rate of energy

exiting the control volume minus the rate of energy entering the control volume must
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Figure 2-12. Control Volume for Liquid Energy Analysis

equal the sum of the rates at which heat is added to and work is performed on the control

volume.

The one-dimensional, unsteady energy equation for the control volume above is

(pAEdx)+±a(YhE+PAV)dx=(Q,-Q.)-±(Qc,.)dx [2-19]
-ýt TX a ax cr

where E is the total energy per unit mass which includes internal, kinetic and potential

energies, (Q,• -Q,,,) is the net change in energy in the control volume due to heat addition

by convection from the groove wall and evaporation of the liquid, and Q,,, is the rate of

energy transfer axially through the control volume due to conduction. Dividing out the

constant pdx term, Eqn [2-19] simplifies to

' (A E)+A 'r(A V [E + -(Q QN)21 aQ21d [2-20]aT ax ~ PJ p x ax
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Total Energy. The total energy term includes internal, kinetic and potential

energies and is written as

E c,,T+ v2 ÷gh [2-21]

where c. is the seific heat, T is the bulk liquid temperature andh is the potential height

of the liquid above some energy datum. However, since kinetic and potential energies

have been neglected in this analysis, the total energy, per unit mass, of the liquid is

approximated by cT.

(Q0,-Q.). This term represents the net change of energy in the liquid due

to heat addition and evaporation. Since free convection and radiation losses from the

liquid to the surroundings are assumed negligible, this term represents the difference

between the heat entering the control volume from the groove walls and the heat lost

from the liquid due to evaporation.

The heat entering the liquid is modeled using Newton's Cooling Law

Qi. "MhiAi,, ( Ts - T) [2-22]

where Aj, is the groove wall area across which the heat travels, T, is the groove wall

temperature and h,. is the heat transfer coefficient between the groove walls and the

liquid. Because channel flow resembles internal flow more than external flow, the most

appropriate temperature to use in the equation above is the bulk liquid temperature (46).

The groove temperature is a boundary condition to the set of governing equations and is

an experimentally measured quantity. A discussion of how it was obtained is found in

Chapter IV.

Convection correlations for laminar flow in rectangular tubes are used to model

the heat transfer coefficient, hi., in Eqn [2-22]. The variation of Nusselt Number with

groove aspect ratio is shown in Figure 2-13 (46). The curve in Figure 2-13 is valid for
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a constant surface beat flux and Prandtl Numbers greater than 0.6. Since Prandd

Numbers for ethanol over the temperature range of this work are approximately 15, this

correlation is considered acceptable (43).

10.0

I 50

2.5

o.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

Figure 2-13. Nusselt Number Variation for Rectangular Groove--Constant Surface
Heat Flux

To account for open channel flow, a modified aspect ratio--equal to the groove

width divided by twice the wetted groove height--is used in Figure 2-13. This is similar

to the modified aspect ratio used in the shear stress calculation. The heat transfer

coefficient is then calculated using

h Nu k [2-23]

where k is the liquid thermal conductivity and Dh is the hydraulic diameter.

The rate of energy exiting the liquid, Q , is related to the evaporative mass flow

by the latent heat, X. The evaporative mass flow, along with the latent heat, are both
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functions of temperature. Evaporative mass flow as a function of temperature was

determined experimentally and is presented in Chapter IV.

The net change in energy to the control volume is the difference between the rate

of energy entering and the rate of energy exiting and is written as

(Q,. -Q.) =hi A,. (T, - T)- thX [2.24]

This term represents the amount of energy transferred axially

through the liquid by conduction and its magnitude is given by

Q = - kA T [2-25]

Eqns [2-5], [2-7] and [2-20] form the governing equations for liquid flow in the

groove structure for the proposed model with Eqns [2-14] through Eqn [2-16] providing

closure for the system. Together, these equations take into account body forces, inertia

effects, evaporation, shear stress between the liquid and the groove wall, and varying

meniscus heights. These variables were either neglected or oversimplified in previous

models.

Energy Decoupling

There are three equations and three unknowns; the three equations are continuity,

momentum and energy and the unknowns are cross-sectional flow area, liquid velocity

and bulk liquid tenaperature. All of the other variables in these equations are either

constants, known functional relationships, experimentally determined values or are

rewritten in terms of the unknown variables. The only thing left to decide is whether to

solve a 3 x 3 matrix system consisting of the three equations above, or to try to decouple

the energy equation from continuity and momentum and solve the resulting 2 x 2 system;

a savings in computing resources.
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In order to decouple energy from continuity and momentum, no relationship

between density, pressure and temperature within the liquid can exist Incompressibility

immediately removes any dependence density may have with pressure and temperature.

It is only necessary to show that pressure and temperature are independent variables.

By assuming the liquid to be incompressible, the only reversible means of

changing its internal energy is by adding or removing heat. According to the state

postulate, then, only one independent thermodynamic property is required to fully define

the state and for this work that property is temperature (internal energy or entropy could

also have been selected). Incompressibility removes compression as a means of changing

the internal energy of the liquid and therefore, pressure becomes a purely mechanical

variable and no thermodynamic significance may be attached to it (47). Therefore,

pressure and temperature are independent properties and the energy equation may be

decoupled from continuity and momentum equations and solved separately.

Alternately, consider the continuity and momentum equations; there are two

equations and three unknowns; namely, the area, velocity and pressure. However, the

pressure is a function of the flow area and hence, once the area is known, the pressure

is also known. This leaves two equations and two unknowns and the system may be

solved independent of the energy equation. This is not analogous to the compressible gas

dynamic equations where pressure is related to temperature. This pressure-temperature

relationship is what causes the coupling between continuity, momentum and energy in the

gas dynamic case and forces a solution of a 3 x 3 system of equations. Since pressure

and temperature are not dependent properties in this problem, a 2 x 2 system may be

solved independent of any energy considerations.
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Non-Dimensionalization

The continuity and momentum equations are rewritten in a form that is more

conducive to solution by established numerical methods; namely, a non-dimensional

matrix equation containing temporal and spatial derivative terms, along with a forcing

function. This essentially treats the system of equations as Euler-type (non-viscous) and

handles the viscous and body force terms as source terms. This makes the resulting

system hyperbolic, not the mixed elliptic-parabolic system one might expect in an

incompressible viscous solution (48). The one-dimensionality of this problem prevents

formation of the second order terms that give rise to the elliptic-parabolic nature of the

incompressible, viscous Navier-Stokes equations. However, as long as the source term

containing the shear and body force elements is modeled properly, no difficulty is

expected. The final test will be in the match of the theory to experiment.

The following definitions were used to non-dimensionalize the equations; * refers

to the non-dimensional value

A*=AIAC, V*=VIV,

x*=x/L*. t*= t/

P*=P/(p.V.2) p*=p/p.

L., is the overall length of the groove, t, is the total run time (a constant) for any

particular experiment, V. is the characteristic velocity given by V. = L.1 ,. and p. is the

liquid density. Note that p* is unity using these definitions.

These non-dimensional variables are substituted into the continuity and momentum

equations and the resulting system is written as
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where {M) is a multiplier matrix. Combining the equations, the individual matrices

become,

A A'V"

(M)= API
tVý sinY -dAgsinW- -rA _I(P,,- )wtany+AI2rj

{M} =t fr pdxp R

The solution of Eqn [2-26] provides the cross-sectional flow area and velocity of

the liquid in the groove as a function of location and time. These results are then used

to solve the energy equation. How the matrix system is solved, along with the treatment

of the boundary conditions, is the subject of Chapter M.
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II. Numerical Solution

The solution of Eqn [2-26] requires a numerical scheme capable of integrating a

hyperbolic system of non-linear equations. The choice between explicit and implicit

schemes is, essentially a matter of preference. Explicit schemes are generally easier to

program but suffer from small timestep restrictions in order to preserve numerical

stability. This generally leads to excessive computational requirements. Implicit schemes

are usually quicker and provide unconditional stability; however, the programming of

these schemes can sometimes be cumbersome. The purpose of this chapter is to describe

the numerical scheme used in this work and lay the theoretical foundation for its use.

Additionally, a discussion of how the scheme is implemented and how the boundary

conditions are updated is provided.

Numerical Scheme

The numerical scheme used was an explicit method proposed by Roe (49). It is

an approximate Riemann solver that is first-order accurate in time and space. The overbar

representation of vectors and matrices used in Chapter H is neglected for brevity. Vectors

and matrices are represented by capital letters. Where necessary, a short discussion is

provided to differentiate between vector, matrix and scalar quantities. Except where

noted, subscripts refer to node locations and superscripts refer to time levels.

Linear, Coupled Systems. Consider the following system of linear, coupled

equations described by

U, + J U, =S [3-1]

U is a column vector of dimension n and J is a (n x n) matrix with real eigenvalues, X.

The t and x subscripts refer to time and space derivatives respectively.
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This coupled system can be uncoupled by digonalizing the matrix J through a

similariy transformation. If it is assumed that J has only real igenvalueS, then there

exists a matrix R, such that R "1JR =A, where A is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues

of J as its elements, and R is composed of the right eigenvectors of J. By letting

W-R-1 U, such that U = RW, then Eqn [3-1] may be rewritten as

W,÷AW,-R"S

Following the work of Yee (50), the solution of the equation above is

W'= W,"-, A(W, 1,-W,.,)+- lAI(W ,-2W, +W,.8 )+AtR-'Sin [3-2]

where v is the Courant number defined as v =AtIAx, and IAI is a (n x n) diagonal matrix

such that

I^ 10= 0 (i-*J)

JAJ,---JJ, (i=12,2.....n)

Transforming Eqn [3-2] back to the original variables yields

u_ n+1 = Uin" - - j(Ui~ l _ Ui ) + n - 2 U, + U,-".) + AtSi. [3-31

where J.= R IA IR -1. Defining a numerical flux function as
,= [( + U,) - T(u- I -

and noting that this flux function is evaluated at cell interfaces (i.e., {i+1/2), {i-1/2)

locations), Eqn [3-3] may be rewritten as

U,"' = U,'- v(H,:Jf2 - H,:'.l) + AtS,"

Non-Linear, Coupled Systems. The Roe scheme is applied to a system of non-

linear, coupled equations in a manner similar to that described above. Consider the

system of equations given by
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U,÷E.-S (3-41

where the non-linearity arises because E - E(U). There is no restriction on S at this

point; therefore, it is acceptable for S - S(U). This is identical in form to Eqn [2-26] and

its solution procedure, outlined in (51), is now summarized.

The first step in the solution process is to linearize Eqn [3-4]. This is done by

defining a mean-value Jacobian matrix, J , such that

u,+÷J .=s • . E

This definition of I is similar to the classic definition of the Jacobian. The only

difference is that the mean-value Jacobian is evaluated at the cell interfaces instead of at

,dividual nodes. A number of different methods for evaluating the mean-value are

available. One is to take a simple average of the Jacobians at neighboring points;

another is to directly calculate the mean-value based on the interpolation of U;

ý,.- In J ((U, + Lý,.,)/2)

The first of these methods is used in this work.

The second step is to define a modified flux function, which is given as

Hi.,,/ = -CE ,., + E,"- ()[+f, 2 IAý ,. C 12 ) (V,., - Uv,)) (3-5

Sis the matrix composed of the right eigenvectors of J, and A is the diagonal matrix

composed of the eigenvalues of J. The Roe scheme, then, for the non-linear system of

coupled equations given by Bqn [3-4] is
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" U,"- v(H,' 2A- H,'jw)÷AtS," [3-6]

The flux functions, H, are given by Eqn [3-5].

Jacobian Matrix. Recall from Chapter II that the matrices U and E are,

= V
E = AVI+A

Note that these are the dimensional forms of the matrices. The remainder of this

discussion will utilize the dimensional forms to enhance the understanding; the actual

code uses the non-dimensional forms.

In order to determine the Jacobian, the E matrix needs to be written in terms of

the primitive variables within U. Defining U, = A, U2 = AV, then clearly, the first

element within E, termed E, , is U2 . The second element within E, termed E2 , requires

slightly more manipulation to put it in the correct form. (AV2 ) is easily written as

(U 2
21U 1); however, (PA/p) requires the pressure to be written in terms of U1 and U2 .

From Chapter II, the liquid pressure is defined by Eqn [2-16]. With this, (PA/p) is

written in terms of the primitive variables as

PA P, UI o~l gU2
S= •-• +• COSq

p p pR 2w

Note the radius of curvature, R, in the above equation is a function of U1 . E2 is therefore

E2 = --- _ + - cosw,

p p R 2Tw
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The Jacobian for the E matrix is composed of four elements whose values are

determined by differentiating each element of E by the primitive variables within U. In

other words

= Em=l,2 n=l,2

Performing the required differentiation, the Jacobian matrix, J, is

0p R o p a w +J 2V] [
j= C P, o oA aR + A COA ) 2V[3-71

P R p aA W_

Eigenvalues. Once the Jacobian matrix is known, the determination of the

eigenvalues is straightforward. By defining a new variable, c, such that

c2 P, or +A dR-c+__ __÷ h
"p p-R pR2 dA

where h is defined in Chapter II, then the eigenvalues for the Jacobian matrix given

above are

'X, =V-c 7.2 =V+c

Eigenvectors. With the eigenvalues, the eigenvectors can be determined.

While not trivial, the procedure is relatively straightforward. A solution of the following

vector equation is sought

-•, 1

C2-V2 2V-] i0 i=1,2

where Z, are the (2 x 1) eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues, k.. Performing

the required math, the eigenvectors are
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With the eigenvalues, the diagonal matrix, A, is formed, and with the corresponding

eigenvectors, the matrix R is constructed. This provides all the required information to

solve Eqn [3-6).

Stability. A complete treatment of the numerical solution to the problem

at hand requires an investigation of the stability requirements. These requirements dictate

the magnitude of the timestep that can be used during the numerical solution of the

problem.

Using Eqn [3-4] as the baseline and assuming that E and S can be written as

E-J au J=

S=BU B as
TV

then Eqn [3-6] is expanded to yield

Ui -, -•[--i.1

[3-8]
÷X[ j 1J,.1,(u1 l,,-us)-IJ I,..(u, -u, ,

In order to linearize the flux terms, Taylor series expansions to second order accuracy

about the point i are utilized to obtain

and substituting this into Eqn [3-8] yields

i = Ui: -. [Ji(ui: - )]i-Ui--) [ ÷ IJ ,. 1•(U2i. -uit ) -1J 17,..2(uR -u,.)]

+AtBin Uin
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This is the linearized form of the numerical scheme. A Fourier analysis is then applied

directly to investigate the stability requirements.

When a Fourier component of the form U," - U a e'' ,where I - IT", is introduced

into the equation above, extensive algebra is applied to show that the amplification factor,
G, definedas ("U ),is

U,"

If it is further assumed that Ji',:1 I'Ji-InJ mJJ,j' I, then the amplification factor can be

written as

G - I AtB" + I+ J Iv(coso - 1) -IJn(sine)

For stability of any numerical scheme, it is required that I G 1<5 1, which, for the complex

amplification factor above, results in

1 +AB,'+ 1J Iv(cose-1)[I+IJ['v(sine)1= r 1

Multiplying this expression out and collecting like terms with respect to At and At 2,

results in

At-B2 +At2Bi(1 + ÷i.lv(cosO-l))+(cose-l)[21Ji'lv-2v 2 1Ji',12] < 0

The most restrictive condition on this equation exists for 0==n/2. Substitution and

simplification yields the following timestep restriction

< [ 2xl~i-2B.Ax2

At ! x JI-2,A [3-9]
At 2 X [B 2 Bi~ : x IJ , J +2 1 .! 12] [1

Consider when the right-hand side of Eqn [3-4] approaches zero. This removes

the forcing function and the resulting equation reduces to the one-dimensional, non-linear,

inviscid Burger's Equation for which the stability requirement is (48)
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a

"AtIJI [3-101
Ax

By removing the forcing function, this sets B, equal to zero in Eqn [3-9] and reduces the

stability requirement to that given by Eqn [3-10]. For simplicity in the numerical portion

of this work, Eqn [3-10] is used with a stability margin of 0.9 to calculate the required

timestep. In other words

At09AX

Scheme Implementation

The following section explains how the Roe scheme was implemented in solving

the groove problem with a discussion on how the boundary conditions were updated at

the front.

In order to begin integrating in time, initial values of area, velocity and

temperature for the liquid are required. This time level is denoted by n. The grid size

at any time level is a constant and is I nodes wide. Since this work is one-dimensional,

there are grid points in only one direction and the points are set up so they lie in the

center of the control volumes as seen in Figure 3-1. The spacing is set up so that node

1 lies on the left boundary (x* = 0) where the velocity is zero and the grid spacing is

Ax/2. The grid extends to I nodes, some or all of which are wet, depending on the

location of the front. This grid is referred to as GRIDI. If the groove is entirely full of

liquid at time level n , then nodes 1 through I are wet and a temporary boundary node,

nb , is established and set equal to I. If, however, the groove is in a state of dryout or

rewet, then the temporary node nb is the last node that has liquid in it and is equal to an
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Figure 3-1. Grid Schemnatic--GREDl

integer value less than 1. In fact, node nb always refers to the last wet node and moves

with the liquid front.

There is an additional grid, seen in Figure 3-2, that is maintained such that the

nodes form the ends of the individual contr'ol volumes. This grid is referred to as GRID2.

This is done to facilitate updating of the boundary conditions. Node nb is still the last

wet node and the mass within any control volume for GRID2 is given by

II I I

min = 0.5 p (Ain ÷A,'.l)Ax ; i = 2, nb [-1

Note that control volume 1 is not defined using GRID2.

At time level n, the total mass of liquid in the groove, m", is known. At time

level n+l, the total mass of liquid in the groove is

n~nl

mg MS m_ -r ?h [3-12]
i-2
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Figure 3-2. Grid Schematic--GRID2

where th, is a function of the liquid temperature and is determined experimentally and

discussed in Chapter IV. A positive value of to refers to evaporation.

The Roe scheme for a system of equations is applied to the continuity and

momentum equations between nodes 2 and nb- 1 only, using GRID 1 and provides updated

values of area and velocity at these nodes at time n+l.

A scalar version of the Roe scheme is used with GRIDM to integrate Eqn [2-20],

the energy equation from Chapter HI. 'Me results of this integration provide values of

temperature at nodes between 2 and nb-I at time n+l. T7his scalar version of the Roe

scheme is (51)
TI÷* = Tin -At I Vi T 2Ax- -Vi Ax Sin [3-131

where the source term is given by
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s1 Viaar, T" ihS,' + I Q•• + . (3-141

pAc,dx pAnc, xC, Ain P1

AQn in the equation above is defined as AQ, ,(Qn-Q). The mass in the control

volumes between nodes 3 and nb-I is updated using Eqn [3-11]. This sum of the internal

masses is termed m * "' . The only remaining calculations are updates of the area, velocity

and temperature at the boundaries.

Using the left most control volume in Figure 3-2, the area of node 1 is calculated.

Node 1 is the point around which the entire groove rotates and hence, it remains wet at

all times throughout the transient. Applying conservation of mass to control volume 2

yields

M2 = -t At (?h2" ÷ h,)

- 2m 2 ,' -

[3-151
=:A' -- AX A2"

pax

The velocity at node 1 is zero because of the physical boundary and the temperature is

aTcalculated assuming an adiabatic end condition, -. LO 0.

With the mass in control volume 2 calculated, the remaining mass in the groove

at time n+1 is

m, = .1 - n. n .1 [3-16]

This remaining mass occupies some specified volume extending from node nb on the

right end of the groove. If the groove is not in a state of dryout, then the remaining mass

occupies the last control volume. But, if the groove is exhibiting dryout or rewet, then

a front exists and the remaining mass occupies a volume extending beyond node nb.

Several possibilities exists regarding the distribution of liquid to the right of node

nb. Two of the more obvious are seen in Figure 3-3. The first order (or linear) volume
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Figure 3-3. Sample Front Shapes Using First and Second Order Approximations

simply fills a right triangle with the remaining mass, while the second order (or parabolic)

volume attempts to match a parabola with a specified slope at the front to the remaining

mass. Higher order matches are also possible. For this work, the linear model was

chosen.

Knowing the remaining mass, in, , and the area at node nb, and assuming a linear

distribution of mass beyond node nb, the distance between node nb and the front, d, , is

determined using

2mT
d= - [3-17]

pA,•

This length can extend to the next node nb+l, or to several nodes beyond nb+l,

or it may not even extend to node nb+1 depending on the amount of mass that remains.

Defining the location in the groove where the cross-sectional flow area is zero as the
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extinction point, d.., then the area at the extinction point is zero and the slope of the area

distribution at the extinction point is 1 F . Rewriting d, interms of the

known variables, the area boundary conditions at the extinction point are

A[ = 0

If d, is less than Ax , then the remaining mass is not sufficient to extend the

triangular profile to the next node. In this case, the area, velocity and temperature

distribution of the liquid in the groove are completely defined and no further calculations

of area, velocity or temperature are needed because there are no nodes extending beyond

node nb.

If, however, d. is greater than Ax , then there is sufficient remaining mass to

extend the profile to node nb+ 1. In this case, the area at node nb+l is calculated using

the area at node nb and the slope from Eqn [3-18]. In other words

AA-I =A:,o - Ax [LA..' [3-19]

Applying conservation of mass on the control volume between nodes nb and nb+l

shown in Figure 3-4 , yields the velocity at node nb+l at time n +I as

a(pV) +p(AV ) - p(AV + ) h,1  = 0
at a b

(AV):*' ( v mthe-'l [3-201

'Vnb.l - )b P
A nb.1
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Figure 3-4. Control Volume nb+l for Velocity Calculation

A first order approximation to the volume derivative , , is used and the evaporation

term is evaluated at the temperature of node nb at time level n + 1. The temperature is

updated assuming no axial conduction; in other words, T::• = T,:".

After the area, velocity and temperature at node nb+l are updated, the mass in the

control volume is calculated and subtracted from the original remaining mass, thereby

providing a new remaining mass. Node nb/l, now the last wet node, is renumbered as

node nb. With the new node and new mass, a new distance is calculated and the

procedure described above is repeated until d;, is less than Ax where the liquid

distribution is completely defined.

A special case occurs when d,, is greater than Ax but when node nb/l is the

boundary node, I. In this case, no front exists, and the area is calculated using
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Al"-. 2m._ .- Am*' [3-211

pAx

The velocity at node I is zero because of the physical boundary and the temperature is

calculated using the adiabatic condition 7" T'g .
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IV. Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the equipment and procedures used to

obtain the physical data necessary to verify the numerical model presented in Chapter II.

The initial portion of the chapter discusses those variables that needed to be measured in

the physical experiments, followed by a discussion of the actual equipment and

procedures used to gather the data for the different physical experiments conducted in this

work.

Experimental Goal

Figure 4-1 shows the input variables the code requires and the output it provides

to the user. The boxes with the rounded comers refer to software-related items while the

sharp-edged boxes refer to experimental quantities. The required input variables are:

Groove Til Angle q,
Greove Tanperanare 7) Ev
Liquid Initial Conditidos vpfUi Model
A(x.o) V(xO) T7(z.O)

CODE

From: Location

Figure 4-1. Relationship Between Code Input and Output
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groove tilt schedule, groove temperature schedule, liquid evaporation model and liquid

initial conditions. All of these parameters need to be measured experimentally. Output

from the code includes the liquid cross-sectional flow area, liquid velocity and

temperature, all as a function of location and time. Since these last two quantities are

impossible to measure in the small channels of this study, experimental measurement of

the cross-sectional flow area and the location of the fronts provides the data necessary for

code validation.

The goal of this portion of the research, therefore, was to design a physical

experiment that subjected a heated, axially-grooved capillary structure and the liquid

contained within to a transient body force. The transient force was generated by varying

the tilt angle of the groove as a function of time. The experimental apparatus needed to

measure the groove tilt angle as a function of time, the groove temperature distribution

as a function of axial location and time, the cross-sectional flow area of the liquid in the

groove as a function of axial location and time and the evaporation ..te of the working

fluid as a function of temperature.

Apparatus and Procedures

This section describes the equipment used and the procedures followed for the four

physical experiments that were accomplished in this work; namely, the experiment that

determined the evaporation rate of ethanol as a function of temperature, the experiment

that validated the use of the depth gauge, the experiment that validated the measurement

of the front location, and finally, the body force experiments that gathered the cross-

sectional ,low area and dryout and rewet front location data.

Evaporation Experiment. Figure 4-2 shows the schematic Jkf te evaporation

experiment. Ethanol was chosen as the working fluid due primarily to its excellent
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Figure 4-2. Schematic of Evaporation Experiment

wetting characteristics with respect to stainless steel--the material used to construct the

groove. A cylindrical vessel with an opening of known cross-sectional area was placed

on a digital scale and a thermocouple placed within the vessel. The scale and

thermocouple were connected to a digital acquisition system that recorded the mass and

temperature of the ethanol in the vessel as a function of time. An optional heater was

placed between the vessel and the scale depending on whether a steady-state or transient

measurement was desired.

The transient evaporation test was accomplished first. The optional heater was

removed from the setup and the vessel with ethanol was independently heated until the

ethanol was boiling. The vessel was then placed on the scale and the thermocouple

placed into the ethanol. As the ethanol cooled, the total mass and temperature were

recorded as a function of time. Figure 4-3 shows an example mass profile from a sample
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Figure 4-3. Example Mass Profile--Transient Test

transient test. In this figure, each square represents the ethanol in the vessel at a different

temperature; the longer the time, the cooler the temperature. By finite differencing this

data using

S(7)= M i _- m ,-I [4-11
1i- - tg

where the subscript i refers to a specific data point, m is the mass and t is the time, a

profile of mass flow versus temperature for ethanol was generated and is seen in

Figure 4-4. This was done to establish the general shape of the mass flow curve. The

transient test was accomplished twice to ensure repeatability of the results.

To validate the mass flow curve generated by the transient test, several steady-state

tests were conducted. These were done similarly to the transient tests; the only difference

being that the optional heater was inserted between the vessel and the scale. The vessel
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Figure 4-4. Example Mass Flow Profile--Transient Test

with ethanol was placed on the scale with the heater. The ethanol was heated until the

temperature reached some steady-state value that depended on the amount of input power.

The data acquisition system was activated and a mass profile curve was generated as seen

in Figure 4-5. Since the temperature in these tests was held constant, the mass flow rate,

determined by the slope of the data, was constant as evident from the figure. Numerous

steady-state tests, each representing a different temperature, were accomplished and the

mass flow determined by performing a linear best fit to the data.

Plotting these mass flows against temperature yielded the experimental mass flow

profile for ethanol seen in Figure 4-6. The vertical lines on this plot refer to the

uncertainty associated with each of the measurements. A spline fit through the data

points is depicted by the dashed line and it was this fit that was input into the code as the
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Figure 4-5. Example Mass Profile--Steady-State Test
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Figure 4-6. Experimental Mass Flow Profile
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• evaporation model. The data points in Figure 4-6 represent the average of two

e ent runs. The associated uncertainties were calculated using a lent squares

analysis.

The last three experiments were conducted with the groove structure and

supporting instrumentation. The groove structure consisted of a substructure which was

a stainless steel plate into which rectangular grooves were milled, and a superstructure

into which the plate was placed. Details of the equipment are now described.

Equipment. Figure 4-7 shows the schematic of the substructure which includes

a grooved plate and heater assembly. The plate was constructed from 302 stainless steel

and was 152.4 mm x 34.925 mm x 6.35 mm in dimension. Eight rectangular channels

were milled into the top of the plate; each channel being 1.5875 mm square. A stainless

steel end plate was welded onto each end to prevent liquid outflow; each plate was 34.925

mm x 12.7 mm x 3.175 mm in dimension. A 25.4 mm x 101.6 mm x 0.254 mm flexible

strip heater was attached to the bottom of the plate with adhesive. Seven circular holes,

each 1.5875 mm deep were drilled into the center peak as seen in the figure; each hole

equally spaced axially along the groove and the hole diameter sufficient to house a

thermocouple bead. Seven thermocouples were cemented into the holes with a high

thermal conductivity thermocouple cement. A metric ruler was attached to the top of the

groove substructure and was used to measure the front location.

This substructure was placed into a superstructure assembly seen in Figure 4-8.

The superstructure was made of plexiglass and a cavity was milled out sufficiently large

to entirely encase :he substructure. Silicone cement was placed into the cavity and the

substructure inserted and allowed to dry in place. The silicone cement served to

thermally insulate the substructure as well as hold it in place within the cavity. The

superstructure was supported by two aluminum struts (one on either side) and allowed to
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Figure 4-7. Schematic of Groove Substructure
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rotate around two cirular stainless steel pins. A linear variable diffaential transducer

(LVDT) was used to monitor and record the tilt of the superstructure.

A depth gauge and associated supporting structure were connected to the

superstructure. The depth gauge was simply a micrometer with a needle point attached

to the end. The gauge was positioned directly above a center channel such that its motion

allowed the needle point to traverse into and out of the groove as seen in the insert in

Figure 4-8. The axial location of the gauge was measured from the center of rotation of

the groove structure and was fixed for any particular data run but could be varied between

runs. An optical magnifier and supporting structure were positioned on the other end of

the superstructure. This magnifier was used to monitor the movement of the depth gauge

into and out of the groove to ensure that the needle point did not come in contact with

the liquid.

Test Procedures. Three experiments were done with the groove assembly

(substructure and superstructure with associated instrumentation). The results from these

experiments are presented in Chapter V. The first experiment was performed to establish

correct procedures for using the depth gauge and also to validate the evaporation model.

The second experiment was performed to establish techniques for measuring the front

location within the groove structure. Once the measurement of the front and the liquid

distribution in the groove were validatý -' their associated uncertainties determined,

the final experiment was performed. This txperiment attempted to validate the dynamics

of the liquid flow in the heated groove subject to a transient body force. The data from

this final experiment was used as the basis for validating the numerical model.

Figure 4-9 shows the general schematic of the groove structure and associated data

acquisition. Thermocouple one was positioned at the hottest part of the groove and

thermocouple seven was positioned at the coolest part. This was also the location
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around which the entire structure rotated. The groove tilt was accomplished manually,

monitored with a digital display and recorded with the LVDT via the data acquisition

system. The depth gauge was also operated manually but its output was manually noted

and recorded. The front location, when it occurred, was also manually noted against the

metric ruler and recorded.

Groove Smcture

"T I I I ( Center of

TiIM 7" T314 "5TS "76 Rotation

Data Acquisition

Groove Temperature

Groove Tilt Angle

Gauge Data observed and recorded
**Front Location

Figure 4-9. General Overview--Test Schematic

Depth Gauge Experiment. This experiment was done to establish the

correct procedures for using the depth gauge and also to validate the evaporation model.

The groove was leveled (and kept level throughout this test) using an inclinometer which

provided accuracy to 0.30 milli-radians. The gauge was positioned 76.2 mm axially from

the center of rotation--an axial position of x* = 0.50. The eight grooves were flooded

with ethanol and the test was begun.
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Total test time for this experiment was 15 minutes. Every sixty seconds the depth

gauge was slowly lowered into the groove until the needle point was just above the

meniscus as seen in Figure 4-10. This was determined by monitoring the movement of

the needle point with the magnifier and observing the reflection of the point in the liquid.

When the reflection was noted, the needle motion was stopped and its depth into the

groove, h. , was recorded. The uncertainty in this measurement was :t 0.08 mm and

resulted primarily from the uncertainty in the micrometer adjustment and secondarily from

the uncertainty in determining the proximity of the needlepoint to the meniscus.

depth gsue

S I

T
wet

w

Figure 4-10. Schematic of Depth Gauge Movement

This test was performed with the heater off to evaluate the evaporation model at

ambient temperature and then with the heater on to determine if this method could capture

the increased recession of the meniscus at elevated temperatures. The groove heating

schedule, between zero and six minutes, is seen in Figure 4-11. Between the six and 15
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minute points, the heater power was reduced to maintain the groove temperatures at their

six minute values. The data for each thermocouple in Figure 4-11 was curvefit in time

using a simple polynomial fit. There was no attempt to curvefit the temperature data with

respect to axial location; a simple linear fit between each thermocouple was used. The

results of these curvefits were input into the code as the required heating schedule. Each

test (heater on and heater off) was performed twice to ensure repeatability of the results.

40 o 0

40

S• ti1 0 6

* *

1250 4

G 4 4

O so o100 150 200 2W 3W 3Wlnlo (s)

Figure 4-11. Groove Heating Schedule

The experimental data from this test, hp, is a measure of the liquid cross-sectional

flow area. To compare the experimental data to that generated from the code, hP needs

to be derived in terms of what the code outputs (i.e. the cross-sectional flow area and

radius of curvature). Using analytic geometry, hp was shown to be
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h,-8-R÷(RI - 0.25w 2 )" [4-2]

for a crou-sectional flow area between A,, and Aa . For a cross-sectional flow area

between A2 and A, .h, was

h =8-A-- + w(4-n) [4-31
P W

For any cross-sectional flow area less than A,,, dryout of the groove had begun and hP

was simply the groove depth, 8.

Front Location Experiment. The front location experiment was performed

to establish methods for measuring the front location in the groove structure during a

dryout or rewet.

The experiment was initiated from the level condition and was performed with the

heater off. The grooves were filled with ethanol and evaporation was allowed to continue

until the depth guage could be inserted halfway into the channel--a depth of 0.79 mm.

The groove was then rotated with a constant rate of 0.291 mrad/s to a maximum angle

of 0.0524 rad which occurred at 180 seconds. Between 180 and 240 seconds, the groove

was maintained at 0.0524 rad. This schedule was chosen after numerous trial tests

because it provided visible dryout in the groove structure without causing a flood

condition.

As the front formed in the groove during this transient, its position was noted and

recorded. Accuracy of the front measurement was * 5 mm. This experiment was

performed twice to ensure repeatability of the results.

Recall from Chapter I that the definition of a front is the interface between the dry

and wet areas in the wick. For this work, a front was defined to exist when the level of

liquid in the groove was sufficient so that the tangent to the meniscus was coincident with

the bottom of the groove as shown in Figure 4-12. Using this definition, when a front
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Figure 4-12. Liquid Front Definition

forms, there is still some liquid in the groove; the non-dimensional cross-sectional flow

area corresponds to A* = 0.1073. This definition of the front was chosen because it was

the most readily visible during the preliminary testing. The presence of the spikes

discussed in Chapter II were visible but the ability to accurately determine their length

and where they ended was questionable.

Body Force Experiments. The body force experiments consisted of the

equipment and procedures used to gather the data on the liquid distribution and the

location of the dryout and rewet fronts in the heated groove subject to a transient body

force. Power-off tests were conducted to model the liquid dynamics independent of any

heat transfer. Once it was determined that the dynamics were properly modeled, the

power-on testing was accomplished. Data from these tests were used to validate the

numerical model of Chapter IU.
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Power-Off Test. This series of tests was used to gather data on the

motion of the liquid in the groove independent of any external heat transfer. This test

served two purposes; first, it tested the ability of the numerics to model the physics of the

liquid dynamics independent of any external heating. If this basic problem could not be

modeled, then there was no reason to pursue the external heating case. Its second

purpose was to provide the baseline data against which to match the external heating data.

The power-off tests were started in a manner similar to the depth gauge and front

location tests. The only difference was that these tests involved an angular rotation of

the groove assembly. The groove structure was rotated through the angular schedule seen

in Figure 4-13. Interval 1 consisted of a constant rare of +0.01745 radians per minute for

/10.040/

< 0.030 -
I-

0.020
/

0.010 ,/

0.000 ' I

Interval 1 Interval 2 Interval 3
-0.010 , ý I

0 50 100 150 200 2W0 300 350
TmV (a)

Figure 4-13. Groove Angular Schedule

the first three minutes. Between minute three and minute four (Interval 2), the angle was

held constant at 0.05236 radians. Between minutes four and six (Interval 3), the angular
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* rate was -0.02618 radians per minute so that the groove was back to level at the six

minute point. This schedule was chosen to provide a test of two different frequencies of

application of a body force.

If the body force per unit mass, F, = gsinW +Q'2 r , is assumed to behave in a

sawtooth manner, then the frequency of the body force in Interval 1 is 2.8 mHz and the

frequency of the body force in Interval 3 is 4.2 mHz. Interval 1 then results in a

maximum body force per unit mass of 0.51 m/s 2 at a frequency of 2.8 mHz, while

Interval 3 results in the same maximum body force but at a higher frequency of 4.2 mHz

as seen in Figure 4-14.

0.50

0.40

.0.30

S0.20

0.10 - o.2.8 mHz (,42 mHz

0.00
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

rime (G)

Figure 4-14. Transient Body Force Schedule

The reason that the maximum angle, and therefore the maximum body force, was

so low was because of the no flooding restriction discussed earlier. Since the grooves

could not be flooded, the maximum angle that the groove could be raised to was
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approximately 0.05 radians. This resulted in the heated end of the groove being raised

to a maximum height of approximately 8 mm.

The test began by leveling the groove and filling the individual channels with

ethanol. The ethanol was allowed to evaporate, with the groove level, until the depth

gauge measurement was approximately 0.8 mm. This corresponded to the groove being

half full and resulted in a non-dimensional cross-sectional flow area of A* = 0.6073. At

this point, the rotation schedule described above was started and the data acquisition

system was initiated. Depth gauge measurements for this test were taken at x* = 0.125

and at approximately one minute intervals. When a front appeared, its location and time

were also recorded.

Power-On Test. The power-on tests were done in exactly the same

manner as the power-off tests with the exception of the heating of the groove

substructure. The same procedure used to establish the initial conditions in the power-off

tests was used for this test. The difference was that when the level of ethanol in the

groove substructure reached the 0.8 mm level used in the power-off testing, the heater

was turned on and remained on for the duration of the test. Readings from the seven

installed thermocouples were recorded, along with the groove tilt as a function of time.

The same variables that were measured in the power-off tests were measured in this series

of tests; namely, depth gauge measurements at the x* = 0.125 location and dryout and

rewet front positions when they occurred.
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V. Results and Discussion

This chapter presents the results of numerical experiments performed with the code

and the results of the physical experiments described in Chapter IV. The first portion of

this chapter describes the numerical experiments and presents the results that established

confidence in the code's ability to model the liquid flow, to include dryout and rewet, in

a heated capillary structure subject to transient body forces. The second portion of the

chapter deals with the physical experiments; specifically, results from the depth gauge,

front location and body force experiments are presented and comparisons are made with

the numerics. Trends between the numerics and the physical data are noted and

explained. This is followed by a numerical sensitivity study that is divided into three

sections. The first section determines the sensitivity of the results to those variables that

were experimentally measured and used as input to the code. The second section of the

study determines the sensitivity of the solution to several terms in the governing equations

and the third section determines the sensitivity of the solution to the numerical grid. The

third portion of this chapter discusses the improvement of the new model over the Beam

piston model and provides a comparative study.

Numerical Experiments

Several numerical experiments were performed with the code to establish

confidence in its ability to model the flow of liquid in a heated capillary structure subject

to transient body forces. Since no comparisons to physical data were made, absolute

accuracy of the results was not considered important. However, correct trends needed to

be demonstrated as well as the ability to numerically model the formation of a front in

the groove structure. The complexity of each experiment was increased until all the
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relevant phenomena expected in the physical experiments were included and modeled.

Each numerical experiment is now described.

Test One--No Body Force. The purpose of this test was to demonstrate that liquid

in a groove that is initially level and remains level should have no tendency to move.

The test setup is shown in Figure 5-1. The groove, shown by the dotted line in the

figure, is a square channel. The width, w , and depth, 8 , are 1.5875 mm, where the

width dimension is into the page. The groove length, L, , is 0.254 m, the liquid is

ethanol and the capillary force and evaporation are neglected. In this test, the groove is

maintained at the ambient temperature, T = 295K , and is not allowed to rotate. The

initial area distribution is such that the groove is exactly one-half full. This is represented

by the shaded area in the figure.

Figure 5-2 shows the results of a ten second real time computer run. This is a

three-dimensional plot of the non-dimensional area distribution in the groove, A* , as a

function of non-dimensional time, t* , and non-dimensional axial groove location, x* .

Each axis runs from a minimum value of zero to a maximum value of one. The

perspective of the liquid distribution is from an observer positioned on the groove.

According to the figure, the area distribution does not vary with time from its initial level

value of 0.5 (one-half full); the steady-state condition.

Test Two--Steady Body Force. This test was accomplished similarly to the first

test; the only difference being in the initial groove angle and liquid distribution. The

groove is set at an initial angle of, W,., = tan-I(6/L.) , and the initial distribution of liquid

is such that A* = 1 at the left end of the groove (x* = 0) and A* = 0 at the right end

(x* = 1) with a linear distribution in between, as shown in Figure 5-3. This provides the

same volume of liquid used in the first test. In the absence of any capillary or body
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Figure 5-1. Numerical Test One Parameters

Figure 5-2. Numerical Test One Results
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forces, there should be no tendency for the liquid to change from this position, which is

the steady-state solution for the initial conditions.

Figure 5-4 shows the results of a ten second real time computer run and reveals

no change from the initial distribution described above. This result demonstrates that the

hydrostatic and atmospheric pressure forces, along with the body force, are modeled

properly and coded correctly.

Test Three--Steady Body Force With Motion. It was necessary to determine if the

code could predict the correct steady-state solution for an initial condition other than

steady-state. To demonstrate this behavior, a setup identical to test two was used with

the initial liquid distribution similar to that of test one and is shown in Figure 5-5. From

this initial condition, the liquid should begin to flow towards the left end of the groove

(x* = 0) and reach the steady-state conditions of test two.

Figure 5-6 shows the results of a ten second real time computer run. Note that

as time progresses, A* increases at x* 0 and decreases at x* = 1. This shows bulk

liquid motion towards x* = 0, and at t* = 1, steady-state conditions are achieved. This

test demonstrates that the code predicts the correct steady-state solution for a non steady-

state initial condition.

Test Four--Steady Body and Capillary Forces. This test was performed to

determine if the capillary force was coded properly. The initial conditions for this

experiment are seen in Figure 5-7. The groove tilt angle was similar to test three and the

liquid distribution was the same as test two. In the absence of the capillary force, it was

seen in test two that the liquid had no tendency to move. However, if the capillary force

is now considered, the liquid should have a tendency to move towards x* = 1 since the

liquid in that end has receded further into the groove and the capillary influence should

be greatest.
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Figure 5-8 shows the results from this study. With the capillary force present, the

liquid does indeed move towards .a* = I s seen by the increase in A* at x* = 1 and a

corresponding decrease in A* at x* = 0. The liquid approaches a steady-state distribution

different from the steady-state condition seen in Figure 5-4. This is due to the inclusion

of the capillary force.

The remaining three numerical experiments were performed with the capillary

force and evaporation present. The goal of these remaining experiments was to determine

the code's ability to model the liquid motion in the groove under transient body forces

and external heating; two important parameters that were neglected in tests one through

four. The magnitude and duration of the body forces and heating were sufficient to form

a liquid front in the groove; a phenomenon also neglected in tests one through four.

Test Five--Transient Body Force, No External Heating. This test was performed

to determine if the code could capture the formation of a liquid front in a groove that was

subject to a transient body force but no external heating. No external heating refers to

no externally applied heat sources, such as a heater. It does not mean that no heat

transfer takes place; in fact, heat transfer does occur in the form of evaporation.

In this test, the groove was initially at a level condition and one-third full of

liquid. The groove was rotated through the schedule shown by the bold line in

Figure 5-9. This schedule was

W = x sin(2ncot) O<. t<5 5

W=0 t>5

with a maximum angle, W. , of 0.0524 radians and a frequency of co = 0.1 Hz. This

particular schedule was chosen after numerous numerical test runs because it resulted in

a partial dryout of the groove followed by a rewet.
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The results of this test run are shown in Figure 5-10. As the uansient body force

is applied, the level of liquid at x* = 0 increases and the level at x* = 1 decreases,

indicating bulk liquid motion towards x* = 0. At approximately t* = 0.3 , the groove

dries out; noted by A* = 0 at x* = 1. As the tilt schedule reverses direction back towards

the initial level condition, the liquid motion follows and the rewet is captured by the

increase in A* from its zero value. At t* = 1, the liquid distribution in the groove is not

level as steady-state conditions would dictate. The code was allowed to run for additional

time and the liquid distribution did eventually reach a quasi-steady-state condition. This

quasi-steady-state refers to the liquid level in the groove being uniform along its length

but decreasing in time due to evaporation of the liquid. The time shown in Figure 5-10

was chosen to reveal details of the dryout and rewet. This experiment validated the

code's ability to capture a dryout and rewet due solely to a transient body force.

Test Six--No Body Force, External Heating. This test was performed to determine

if the code could capture the formation of a liquid front in a groove subjected to external

heating but no transient body force.

In this test, the groove was initially at a level condition and entirely full of liquid.

The groove was kept level throughout the test as shown in Figure 5-11. The left end of

the groove was maintained at T = 295K , the right end was maintained at T = 345K , with

a linear distribution of temperature between x* = 0 and x* = 1. The maximum

temperature of 345 K was chosen to exercise the full temperature range of the evaporation

model of Chapter IV.

This test was carried out for 480 seconds. For the first 420 seconds, the

temperature profile described above was used. This was done to generate a front.
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Between 420 and 480 seconds, the temperature profile was reduced to a uniform

temperature of T - 295K to allow a rewet to occur.

The results of this experiment are seen in Figure 5-12. Several interesting tends

are seen in this figure. First, the decrease in liquid volume between t* = 0 and t* = 1 is

evident by the decrease in A* along the groove. Note however, that the rate of decrease

in A* is greater at x* = I than at x* = 0. This is due to the elevated temperatures as x*

approaches one. Higher temperatures result in higher evaporation rates and a quicker

depletion of liquid from the groove.

The second trend is the formation of a dryout front, A* = 0, at approximately

t* = 0.9. At this point, the elevated temperature profile was reduced to the uniform

profile and a rewet of the groove was noted. At t* = 1 the liquid has not reached its

quasi-steady-state condition. This test validated the code's ability to capture a dryout and

rewet due solely to external heating.

Test Seven--Transient Body Force, External Heating. This numerical experiment

was performed to determine the code's ability to capture a dryout and rewet in a groove

subject to both transient ody forces and external heating; similar to what was

investigated in the physical experiments.

The test setup is shown in Figure 5-13. The heating schedule of test six was

combined with the tilt schedule of test five. The total run time for this experiment was

ten seconds. This was done to compare the results to those of test five.

The results are seen in Figure 5-14. The same trends noted in Figure 5-10 are

seen here; namely, the dryout of the groove at approximately t* = 0.3 and the rewet

following the groove rotation back to level. The primary difference between these two

figures is in the rewet phase. In Figure 5-10 the rewet is seen by the rise in A* at
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x* = 1 between t* = 0.5 and t* = 1. The same region in Figure 5-14, however, shows

a dryout condition; in fact, at x* = 1, A* is zero at t" = 1, compared to A* = 0.045 in

Figure 5-10. This is due to the elevated temperatures and correspondingly increased

evaporation rates.

Test Eight--Increased Frequency. An additional numerical study was performed

to demonstrate the ability of the code to model the liquid flow in a heated capillary

structure under a frequency and amplitude greater than those of tests one through seven.

The code was run at the same conditions as numerical experiments one through

seven, but the amplitude was allowed to vary between +0.0524 and -0.0524 radians.

Additionally, a frequency of 1 Hz was used; one order of magnitude greater than the

maximum frequency of the first seven numerical tests but still below the maximum limit

described in Chapter IH. Initial liquid distribution and temperature boundary conditions

are shown in Figure 5-15.

The results of a sixty second run are shown in Fiýzre 5-16. The sinusoidal motion

of the liquid is evident. The overall volume of liquid in the groove is decreasing with

time as evidenced by the maximum amplitude of the area peaks at x* = 0 and x* = 1

decreasing with time. No dryout is seen in the figure but this is only because the

computer run was stopped before dryout occurred. An additional run was completed to

verify that dryout did occur. This was expected since evaporation and bulk liquid motion

similar to the previous numerical tests were occurring and dryout occurred in those tests.

The code appears to predict the correct trends in the liquid motion.

Based on these numerical tests, confidence was established with the code's ability

to model a dryout and rewet in a capillary groove subject to transient body forces and

external heat transfer. This however, did not validate the code since no comparisons with
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physical data were made. A discussion of these physical experiments and the comparison

of their results with the numerics is now presented.

Physical Experiments

The physical experiments consisted of the depth gauge tests, the front location

tests and the body force tests. The first two of these tests were performed to verify the

measurement of and establish the accuracy of the liquid height and front location. The

results of each experiment are now presented.

Depth Gauge Experiment. Figure 5-17 shows the results of the depth gauge tests

described in Chapter IV. The horizontal axis is non-dimensional time, t * = /t where

1.00 T

S0.75

0.501
T

0.2 No Exlrrad He n2-Numn~ li '-...

[]No Eftmrn• Heaft-Epw -. m,

0.00 025 0.50 0.7.5 1.00
TW, 0"

Figure 5-17. Depth Gauge Test Re~sults

t. is the total run time; in this case 15 minutes. The vertical axis is non-dimensional

liquid height in the groove. This liquid height, h•, .is defined as
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h, [5.1]

Four sets of data are on this figure. The solid line represents the numerical

solution for the case of no external heating and the dashed line represents the numerical

solution for the case with external heating. Experimental data for each case is shown by

the squares and circles. The squares represent the average of two separate experimental

runs for the no external heating case. The circles represent the average of two separate

experimental runs for the external heating case. The vertical lines on the figure depict

the uncertainty in the depth gauge measurement (* 0.08 mm).

The agreement between the numerical solution and experiment is within the

uncertainty of the measurements. The rate of evaporation for the groove with external

heating is faster than for the groove with no external heating as evidenced by the slope

of the dashed line being steeper than the slope of the solid line. At t* of approximately

0.4 (six minutes into the test) the slope of each line changes and becomes less negative.

This is due to the change in input power to the heater discussed in Chapter IV. Both the

numerics and depth gauge measurements capture the trend. Based on these observations,

the depth gauge was validated as a means of measuring the cross-sectional flow area in

the groove and its associated uncertainty was established.

Front Location Experiment. Figure 5-18 shows the numerical and experimental

results of the front location tests. The horizontal axis in this figure is non-dimensional

time and the vertical axis is non-dimensional front location measured from the center of

rotation. The experimental front location data is depicted by the squares and is an

average of two experimental runs. The uncertainty is shown by the vertical lines and

represents the uncertainty in the front measurement (* 5 mm). Total run time for this test

was 17 minutes.
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As seen in the figure, the experimental data matches the theory within the

uncertainty of the measurement. Numerical dryout does not occur until approximately

=* = 0.65. Once dryout does occur, the front moves towards x* = 0 with a velocity of

approximately 0.05 mm/s. Visual observations of the front verified the existence of the

spikes discussed in Chapter II. Based on these observations, measurement of the front

location and its associated uncertainty was established.
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Figure 5-18. Front Location Test Results

Body Force Experiment. The body force experiments were divided into those

modeling dryout in the capillary groove due to body force effects with no external heating

(power-off) and those modeling dryout in the groove due to body force effects with

external heating (power-on). The results of each test are now presented.
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Power-Off Test. Figure 5-19 shows the results from the power-off test

described in Chapter MV. Four sets of data are shown in this figure; two corresponding

to the numerical results and two corresponding to the experimental results.

The horizontal axis is non-dimensional time, where te. for this experiment is six

minutes. The left vertical axis is non-dimensional liquid height, h1 . The right vertical

axis is non-dimensional front location. Depth gauge measurements for this test were

taken at x* = 0.125.

The solid line on Figure 5-19 represents the liquid height in the groove at

x* = 0.125 predicted by the numerics over the span of the experiment. At the beginning

of the experiment, h, is 0.5 as seen in the figure. As the groove is rotated up,

(Interval 1), liquid flows towards the gauge position and the distance that the gauge can

be lowered into the groove before touching the meniscus is reduced. This corresponds

to a rise in the liquid height as seen in the figure.

During the time that the groove is held constant at 0.0524 radians, (Interval 2), the

liquid height decreases. During this interval, liquid momentum and gravity were still

carrying the liquid towards the gauge position, x* = 0. Because of the momentum and

gravity, the liquid height was expected to increase. The decrease is due to the fact that

the liquid is continuing to evaporate, which more than offsets the momentum and gravity-

induced motion.

During Interval 3, where the groove is lowered back to the level condition, the

liquid height decreases more rapidly than the rate of increase observed during Interval 1.

This is due to the fact that the frequency with which the body force is applied during

Interval 3 is 50 percent higher than the frequency applied during Interval 1.

At t* = 1, the liquid height is approximately h, = 0.34. Because the liquid is still

moving towards x* = 1 at this time, this height is higher than the quasi-steady-state
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value that would be attained in the absence of any momentum or transient body force-

induced motion. The important thing to note is that the value, h, = 0.34, at the end of the

test run is below the value at the beginning of the test run (0.50 vs. 0.34). This is

indicative of evaporation occurring in the absence of any external heat transfer.

The squares on Figure 5-19 represent the average of the measured liquid heights

from two experimental data runs. The vertical lines on the liquid height curve represent

the uncertainty associated with the depth gauge measurement (+ 0.08 mm). The numerics

capture the correct trends and properly model the behavior of the liquid flow in the

groove within the uncertainty of the measurements.

There appears to be a bias in the liquid height experimental data in a direction

above the numerical data. This means that the experimentally measured liquid height is

greater than that predicted from the numerics. This could be caused by several factors.

One could be an overprediction of the friction. If the actual friction in the groove

was less than that predicted from the analytical model, there would be less restriction to

the liquid motion. This means more liquid would flow towards the gauge and higher

liquid heights would be recorded, as noted in the figure.

Another explanation could be related to the depth gauge measurement itself. Since

the depth gauge is always lowered from above the liquid to a position just above the

liquid surface, and because the gauge could never come in contact with the liquid surface,

there was most likely a tendency to stop the guage motion early. This would lead to

experimental values greater than those predicted from the numerics, as noted in the figure.

Still another explanation could be an error in the evaporation model. If the

evaporation model overpredicted the evaporation rate of ethanol, then more liquid would

leave the groove through the numerical model than was actually being lost by physical

processes. This would explain the bias seen in the liquid front data.
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Most likely, the answer is a combination of the three explanations described

above. As will be seen later in this chapter, the numerical model is most sensitive to

errors in the evaporation model.

The dashed line on Figure 5-19 represents the front position as predicted from the

numerics. From the figure, the beginning of dryout is predicted at the end of Interval 1

and continues through Interval 2 into Interval 3. The numerics show that as the rotation

back to level is begun, t* = 0.67, the liquid responds immediately and the rewet is

completed at t* = 0.96. The maximum distance the front travels into the groove, defined

here as the extent of dryout, is approximately x* = 0.88 and occurs at t* = 0.76.

The circles on Figure 5-19 represent the average of the measured front locations

from the same two experimental data runs. The vertical lines on the front location curve

represent the uncertainty in the front location measurement (* 5 mm). Here also, there

appears to be a bias in the experimental data in a direction above the numerical front

locations; however, this bias seems less pronounced than the bias in the liquid height data.

This seems most likely tied to an inaccurate evaporation model. If the evaporation were

overpredicted, as suspected in the liquid height data, then more liquid would be lost from

the groove and the extent of dryout would be enhanced, as seen in Figure 5-19.

Again, the numerics capture the correct trends and properly model the behavior

of the liquid front in the groove within the uncertainty of the measurements.

Power-On Test. Figure 5-20 shows the results from the power-on test.

The axes and their definitions are identical to those discussed for the power-off test.

From this figure, the initial time of dryout occurs earlier than for the power-off test,

(t* =0.4 vs. t* = 0.45), full rewet occurs later than the power-off test, (t* = 1.0 vs.

t* = 0.96), and the extent of the dryout is more pronounced than the power-off test,
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(x* = 0.77 vs. x* = 0.88). Definitions of the experimental quantities and the associated

uncertainties are also identical to those discussed for Figure 5-19. Again, the numerics

capture the correct trends and properly model the behavior of the liquid front in the

groove within the uncertainty of the measurements.

To get a full appreciation for the differences between the two cases, each curve

was plotted against the other and the result is seen in Figure 5-21. In this figure, the

solid lines represent the power-off numerical results and the dashed lines represent the

numerical power-on data.

Comparing the liquid height curves, the power-off data lies above the power-on

data with the most deviation occurring in Intervals 2 and 3. There is a three percent

maximum difference between the two curves. The reason is due to the increased

evaporation in the power-on test due to the increased liquid temperatures caused by the

external heating. The two curves do not deviate until Interval 2 because of the time

required to increase the liquid temperature in the groove.

Comparing the front location curves yields a different result. Here the effect of

the external heating is more evident. The first difference is the time at which the initial

dryout first occurs; earlier in Interval 1 for the power-on test. The second difference is

the rate at which the dryout progresses; for the power-on test, the rate of dryout is greater

than for the power-off test as evidenced by the steeper slope of the front location curve.

The third difference is the extent of the dryout; 11 percent greater for the power-on test.

Each of these is explained by the increased evaporation rate caused by the external

heating of the groove.

Another difference between the two front location curves is the behavior of the

front during Interval 3. In the power-off test, the front begins to recover and rewet the

groove immediately, whereas the front in the power-on test continues its dryout of the
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groove until approximately t* = 0.90. At this point, the front reverses direction and

begins to rewet. This behavior is also caused by the external heating; the dryout that

occurs in the power-on test causes the groove in the dried out region to heat up faster

than those areas of the groove that still have ethanol in them. When the groove is

lowered and the ethanol begins to rewet the hot groove surface, the amount of liquid that

evaporates is greater than that being supplied by the bulk liquid motion due to the

transient body force generated by the lowering of the groove. However, once sufficient

momentum is generated by the body force, the front reverses direction and the rewet

begins until full rewet occurs at approximately t* = 0.99.

Sensitivity Study

A study was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the numerical solution of

the power-on test presented above, to inaccuracies in the quantities that were

experimentally measured, to determine the relative importance of the terms in the

governing equations and finally, to determine the sensitivity to the numerical grid.

Experimental Sensitivity. The three quantities that were measured in the

experiment and input to the code were the ethanol mass flow, the groove tilt angle and

the groove temperature. By looking at the sensitivity of the solution to errors in the

measured input quantities, a determination could be made as to whether or not the

accuracy of measuring these quantities was acceptable for the work.

The experimental sensitivity study consisted of three computational runs, one run

for each experimentally measured variable described above. Each run increased the

experimental quantity by a percentage that approximated the experimental uncertainty of

that quantity. For example, consider a baseline temperature measurement of 300 K to be

valid to :k 1 K; this is approximately 0.5 percent. For the temperature sensitivity study,
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the the groove temperature input to the code would be the measured baseline plus 0.5

percent.

A point by point comparison was made against the baseline data to determine the

sensitivity of the solution to the uncertainty. If the baseline solution changed by more

than the measurement error, then the validity of the baseline solution would be suspect.

Because interest in this study was primarily on differences in trends from a

baseline, a coarser grid (25 nodes) than that used for the initial runs (97 nodes) was

utilized. It was assumed that trends discovered using the coarser grid were valid for the

more refined grid.

The mass flow was the first quantity evaluated. Its value was perturbed plus ten

percent from its established curve-fit at all temperatures; this approximated the

experimental uncertainty in the mass flow between 295K and 315K. Figure 5-22 is a

comparison of the error associated with the perturbed mass flow; the solid line refers to

the baseline and the dotted line refers to the perturbed values. The axes definitions are

identical to those described for Figure 5-19 through Figure 5-21.

From the figure the perturbed data lies consistently below the baseline data.

Because of the increased mass flow, the liquid height curve is lower at all times

throughout the test; the maximum deviation is approximately two percent. This is within

the uncertainty of the experimental measurement of the liquid height, which is

approximately ten percent.

The front location curve lies below the baseline front location curve and is also

a result of the increased mass flow. The maximum error in the front location due to the

perturbed mass flow is approximately four percent. This difference is also within the

experimental uncertainty of the front measurement, which is approximately seven percent.

In each case, the ten percent change in the mass flow measurement does not alter the
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Figure 5-22. Sensitivity Study--Ethanol Mass Flux

baseline solution more than the uncertainty of the respective uncertainties. Therefore,

unless the accuracy of the depth gauge or the front location measurement is improved,

there is no need to improve the mass flow measurement.

The second quantity to be evaluated was the groove tilt angle. In this case, a plus

five percent perturbation in the angular measurement was sufficient to capture the

uncertainty. Figure 5-23 shows the comparison between the baseline and perturbed

angular data. In this case, the liquid height curve for the perturbed case lies above the

baseline. The reason for this is due to the increased rotation of the groove. The

maximum difference in this measurement is approximately one percent and again is

within the uncertainty of the liquid height measurement.

The front location for the perturbed case lies below the baseline curve as it did for

the mass flow case. The reason for this is also due to the higher tilt of the groove. The
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maximum difference between these curves is less than one percent and is within the

experimental uncertainty of the front location measurement. Again, in either case, unless

the accuracy of the depth gauge or front location data is improved, there is no need to

improve the accuracy of measuring the groove tilt angle.

The final quantity to be explored was the groove temperature. During the actual

testing, groove temperatures between 295 K and 315 K were observed and recorded. The

accuracy of the thermocouples was :1 K. Because of this, a perturbation of plus 0.5

percent was used to model the uncertainty. The results of this study are seen in

Figure 5-24.

This curve appears similar to the mass flow sensitivity study and indeed it is. The

increase in groove temperature equates to an increase in the mass flow. Because of this,
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the liquid height curve for the perturbed temperature lies below the baseline; the

maximum difference is approximately one percent.

The front location line for the perturbed case also lies below the baseline; its

maximum deviation is approximately two percent. This is lower than for the mass flow

sensitivity study. From this, the same conclusion for the mass flow study is applicable

here; namely, the inaccuracy in the temperature measurements is insignificant compared

to the inaccuracy of the depth gauge and front location measurements.

To summarize, the inaccuracies of the variables used as input to the code were less

than the uncertainties associated with the measurement of the liquid height and the front

location. The error in the mass flow measurement causes the most deviation from the

baseline solution. The evaporation, groove tilt and groove temperature models used in
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this study did not introduce errors greater than those associated with measuring the liquid

height and front location.

Equation Sensitivity. This section presents the results of two numerical sensitivity

studies. The first study investigated the sensitivity of the solution to changes in the terms

comprising the source term, S, in the governing equations. This was done to determine

which terms could be neglected and which terms could not. The second numerical study

was performed to determine the sensitivity of the solution to changes in the analytical

friction and heat transfer models used in this work.

Source Term. The first study investigated the sensitivity of the solution to

the source term, S. The terms of interest were the body force term, the capillary force

term and the fictitious acceleration term. The mass flow term was not included because

its importance to the problem was obvious and could not be summarily dismissed. Each

test was accomplished by zeroing out the term of interest and running the code using the

baseline experimental quantities. Each test in this first study is now discussed.

Figure 5-25 shows the comparison between the no body force case and the

baseline. By removing the groove tilt, the only method of moving liquid is by

evaporation. Because of the lack of any tilt, the liquid height curve for the no tilt case

does not follow the baseline; in fact, the reason there is any decrease is due entirely to

evaporation. The maximum error is approximately 37 percent. The figure shows no

dryout front for the no tilt case which was not indicated from the experiment. Based on

these observations, the body force term can not be neglected.

Figure 5-26 shows the comparison between the no capillary force solution and the

baseline. By neglecting the capillary term, the momentum of the liquid is not retarded

and its motion towards the center of rotation (x* = 0) is enhanced over that of the

baseline. This equates to more liquid flowing towards the depth gauge, which results in
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a higher liquid height as meen in the figure. In fact, without the capillary force term, the

numerics predict a condition where the cross-sectional flow area at x* = 0 is greater than

unity. This is a flood condition seen on the figure at t* = 0.15. This condition does not

relieve itself again until t* = 0.92; a trend not indicated from the experiment. The

maximum error in the liquid height is greater than 50 percent.

The lack of the capillary force term also results in the extent of dryout being

greater than the baseline as evidenced by the front location curves on Figure 5-26; a trend

also not indicated from the experiment. Dryout occurs earlier (t* = 0.10 vs. t* = 0.40)

and the extent of dryout is more severe (x* = 0.43 vs. x* = 0.77). The maximum error

in the front location is approximately 50 percent. The reason for this behavior can be

seen by investigating the relative magnitudes of the capillary and body force terms.

The body force per unit mass is F3 = gsiniv + . 2r. Using the maximum angle in

this study, F, is approximately 0.51 m/s2. The capillary force per unit mass is Fc = .A
Rp-V

Assuming a groove full of ethanol, Fc is approximately 0.22 m/s2. Since these are order

of magnitude close, the capillary force term may not be neglected in the analysis. The

result of doing so was seen in Figure 5-26.

It is hypothesized that as long as the capillary force term is on the order of the

body force term, its impact on the liquid motion in a capillary structure will be important.

Further work is necessary to quantify and validate this hypothesis. Based on these

observations, the capillary force term can not be neglected in this analysis.

The final comparison dealt with the fictitious acceleration term. Figure 5-27

shows that for this particular angular schedule, the impact of the fictitious term is

negligible for both the liquid height and front location curves. This is only true because

of the length of the groove structure and the rotation rates involved in the experiment.

Since the fictitious term varies linearly with distance from the center of rotation and
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linearly with the square of the rotation rate, either a long groove structure or a high

rotation rate would be needed to increase the magnitude of this term to the order of the

body force term. For this experiment and conditions only, the fictitious acceleration term

is negligible and can be neglected; however, this statement cannot be applied universally

to every case. This term should therefore always be included in the analysis.

Friction. To determine the sensitivity of the governing equations to the

friction model chosen in this work, the code was run with the baseline conditions but the

friction coefficient was perturbed one order of magnitude greater than the value used in

the baseline run. Figure 5-28 shows the results of this study. The liquid height curve for

the perturbed friction lies below the baseline by less than one percent over the entire run.

The perturbed curve should lie below the baseline since the increased friction retards the

liquid motion over that of the baseline.
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The front location curve for the perturbed case lies above the baseline; the

difference between the baseline is also less than one percent. This curve should lie above

the baseline since the increased friction keeps more liquid in the end of the groove near

x* = 1. Based on these observations, the governing equations do not appear to be

sensitive to the friction model.

Heat Transfer. To determine the sensitivity of the governing equations to

the heat transfer model chosen in this work, the code was run with the baseline conditions

but the heat transfer coefficient was perturbed one order of magnitude greater than the

value used in the baseline run. Figure 5-29 shows the results of this study. The liquid

height curve for the perturbed friction lies on the baseline; the error is less than one

percent over the entire run. Theoretically, the perturbed curve should lie below the
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Figure 5-29. Sensitivity Study-Heat Transfer Model

baseline since the increased heat transfer should increase evaporation and reduce the total

liquid volume in the groove.

The front location curve for the perturbed case also lies on the baseline; the

difference between the baseline is less than one percent. This curve should also lie below

the baseline for the same reason given above.

The reason the governing equations are not sensitive to the heat transfer model is

due to the fact that the evaporation model from Chapter IV is not sensitive to temperature

over the range investigated in this study (295 K to 315 K). While the increased heat

transfer coefficient results in the liquid getting hotter faster, the rate of change in the

evaporation model with respect to temperature varies by less than 0.0025 percent. Since

the change in evaporation is negligible, the overall liquid volume is not affected; hence

the small deviations (less than one percent) noted in the figure. It is suspected that if
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temperatue closer to the boiling point of ethanol are investigated, where the evaporation

model is more sensitive to temperature, more deviation from the baseline would be noted.

Further work is necessary to validate this hypothesis. Based on these observations for the

temperature range studied, the governing equations are not sensitive to the heat transfer

model.

Grid Sensitivity. The cross-sectional flow area was chosen as the primary tool in

determining whether or not a specific grid was sufficiently refined. This was done after

several numerical runs which showed that this variable was the most sensitive to changes

in grid size. In order to proceed with the grid study, a definition of sufficiently refined

was required.

A grid was considered sufficiently refined when the maximum difference between

cross-sectional flow areas at the current grid and the previous grid remained below one

percent for two successive calculations. In other words

AA = A/" :- 0.01 [5-21

A"id is the most previous grid; A` is the current grid and is obtained by doubling the grid

size of A"". When the criteria established above was satisfied, the excess computational

overhead associated with the finer mesh, A'n, was deemed too costly and the grid

associated with A"d was used.

The grid study was performed on a representative problem, simulating conditions

in the experimental study. Early numerical studies showed that groove rotation rate,

Q, was the most demanding condition for the numerics and therefore, the maximum rate

experienced in the physical experiments was chosen for the grid study. Temperature

profiles and initial conditions were also chosen to match the experimental conditions. A

summary of the study parameters is shown in Table 5-1. The grid study was run for sixty
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Table 5-1. Initial Conditions for Groove Grid Study

A1  = 1.5305xl0"6 m2

v = 0.0000x1e m/s
T = 2.95OOxIO2  K
T, = 2.9500xl0 K
'fi = O.OO0xlOe rad

j = 4.3633x10 4  rad/s

seconds real time to allow the liquid motion to develop and also to allow liquid to flow

into the critical regions discussed previously. This was done to establish the influence

of the capillary action which, in turn, affected the liquid distribution within the groove.

The working grid for debugging and initial data runs was 25 nodes in length and

was used as the base grid. Grid sizes of 49, 97 and 193 were also investigated.

Comparisons between grids 25-49, 49-97 and 97-193 were accomplished and the results

shown in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2. Results of Groove Grid Study

Grid Improvement AA MU

25--49 0.01370

49-+97 0.00956

97--+193 0.00922

From this table, the percent difference in flow areas decreases as the grid size

increases. Since the maximum difference in areas between grids 97 and 193 was less
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than one percent for two successive runs, a 97 node grid was determined to be adequate

to capture the physics of the groove problem under the conditions in the experiment.

Model Comparison

To gain a full appreciation for the value of this new model, a comparison is made

with the Beam piston model described in Appendix A. Because the Beam piston model

was developed to be used in a heat pipe environment and because the experiment in this

work was not designed as a heat pipe, a direct comparison to the experimental data was

not possible. However, a numerical experiment between the two models was possible and

these results were used as a basis of comparison.

Consider a setup similar to the experiment discussed in Chapter IV except the

plate on the end of the groove structure closest to the center of rotation is removed. In

its place, assume that some mechanism exists that automatically maintains the cross-

sectional flow area at a value of A* = I and at some specified velocity, V* , that is

known. Also assume that the initial conditions, ethanol evaporation model, groove

heating and groove rotation schedules are similar to the experiment of Chapter IV.

The discussion in Appendix A on the piston model applies here with two

differences. The first difference is that xo is situated at the center of rotation instead of

half way down the groove as depicted in Figure A-l, which means that the initial distance

in the model is the groove length, L.. The other difference is that an additional term

must be added to Eqn [A-9] to account for the body force term, since the Beam piston

model does not account for body forces. The modified piston equation is

dx r,__ [a megi 1 ~ [5-3]
d- p(fRe) - IsV pA-
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where the extra term, pgsinw , accounts for the body force. This equation was solved

using first order finite differencing with values of the groove tilt schedule, groove heating

schedule and evaporation rate being supplied by the new model. Both codes were run for

360 seconds on a 25 node grid. The results presented below are snapshots of the liquid

distribution within the groove structure at specific times throughout the transient.

Figure 5-30 shows the liquid distribution along the groove at t* = 0.129, which

is in Interval 1. The horizontal axis is non-dimensional distance along the groove and the

vertical axis is non-dimensional cross-sectional flow area. Note that at x* = 0 the flow

area is maintained at A* = 1; the specified boundary condition. At this time in the

transient the groove is approaching its maximum tilt angle. Neither the modified piston

model or the new model predicts dryout, but the new model shows a seven percent

recession at x* = 1.

Figure 5-31 shows the liquid distribution at t* = 0.378, which is over two minutes

into the transient and is still in Interval 1. At this point, the modified piston model

predicts a dryout condition with the extent of dryout being approximately x* = 0.66. The

new model, on the other hand, shows no dryout but simply a recession of the liquid along

the groove with maximum recession at x* = I of approximately 20 percent.

Figure 5-32 shows the liquid distribution at t* = 0.626, which is under the four

minute point in the transient which is in Interval 2. The modified piston model continues

to predict a dryout condition with the front at x* = 0.46. The new model shows further

recession into the groove, more than 35 percent at x* = 1, but no dryout.

Figure 5-33 shows the liquid distribution at t* = 0.825; almost 5 minutes into the

transient, which is in Interval 3. The modified piston model predicts a partial rewet with

the front located at a position of x* = 0.76. The new model, on the other hand, continues

to predict recession into the groove structure and at this point, the recession at x* = 1
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exceeds 50 percent. The entire groove, however, is still wet and dryout never occurs

during the entire transient.

The reason for this behavior is due to the assumption in the piston model of the

planar front. Because the model does not allow for liquid recession, the groove at any

axial location either has liquid in it or it is dry. The recession that is evident in the new

model is not allowed to occur and because of this, the modified piston model shows

dryout whereas the new model accounts for the phenomenon with recession along the

length of the groove. This is the value of the new model.

By allowing for recession along the groove, the new model more accurately

predicts the liquid distribution along the groove and more accurately determines the

position of the dryout and rewet fronts. In this particular example, the modified piston

model predicts dryout along the groove for the majority of the transient whereas the new

model predicts no dryout, but a recession of the liquid into the groove structure.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

This work was undertaken to show that the liquid distribution, including dryout

and rewet., in a heated capillary structure, subject to transient body forces could be

accurately modeled. This thesis has been substantiated.

Governing equations describing conservation of mass, momentum and energy were

developed for liquid flow in an axial, square groove. Variable recession of the liquid

meniscus into the groove, shear and heat transfer between the groove wall and the liquid,

evaporation and transient body forces were accounted for in the model. An analytical

model was developed for the shape of the liquid front. The governing equations were

numerically solved using a first-order explicit method.

A physical experiment was performed that subjected ethanol within a stainless

steel groove structure to a maximum transient body force of 0.51 M/s 2. The transient

body force was generated by varying the tilt of the groove with time. The frequency of

the body force was varied between 2.8 mHz and 4.2 mHz. The ethanol cross-sectional

flow area, and dryout and rewet front location were measured.

Based on the numerical and physical test results from Chapter V, the following

conclusions are drawn:

--Transient body forces can influence the liquid motion in a heated capillary

groove. This conclusion is based on the results from the numerical and physical tests

which showed bulk liquid motion for transient body forces up to 0.51 rn/s 2 .

--The influence of transient body forces can cause a dryout of the heated groove

structure; these same body forces can also effect a rewet of the same dried out structure.
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Thi conclusion is based on the numerical and physical results which showed that

transient body forces of 0.51 m/s2 at frequencies up to 4.2 mHz caused a twenty percent

dryout followed by full rewet.

--The dryout and rewet caused by transient body forces may be accurately modeled

using numerical techniques. This conclusion is based on the agreement between the

numerical and physical experiments which was within the experimental uncertainty.

--It is important to include the body and capillary forces in the analysis, as well

as the fictitious acceleration terms. This conclusion is based on the results of the

sensitivity studies which showed the importance of these terms and the result of not

including them in the analysis.

--The new model predicts the liquid distribution in a groove and the position of

the front during a transient body force-induced dryout and rewet more accurately than

existing models. This conclusion is based on the results of the comparison of the new

model with the Beam piston model.

Recommendations

Based on the results from this work, several recommendations are suggested.

These are divided into two types; those dealing with improvements and modifications to

the experiment and those dealing with improvements and upgrades to the computer code.

Because of the no flooding restriction, the maximum angular rate that could be

tested was limited to approximately 0.44 mrad/sec. To explore higher angles and higher

rotation rates without exceeding the no flood condition, a groove structure with an aspect

ratio greater than one (i.e., a groove structure deeper than wider) should be constructed

and tested in a manner similar to this experiment. This would provide valuable
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information on the capabilities of the current code to handle transient body forces beyond

the 0.51 m/s' limit of this study.

The code predicted dryout and rewet in a groove that was heated to temperatures

that were 30 K below the boiling point of ethanol. Higher temperatures should be

investigated to determine their effect on the dryout and rewet phenomenon, the validity

of the heat transfer model and evaporation models, and the code capability at the higher

evaporation rates. It is suspected that temperatures approaching the boiling point of

ethanol would significantly hinder the rewet phenomenon, possibly to the point of not

allowing a rewet to even occur. While the code should predict this behavior,

experimental confirmation would provide added credence to the model.

It was demonstrated that dryout and rewet could be experimentally studied and

numerically modeled in a groove structure. Further studies should investigate means of

delaying the dryout and enhancing the rewet, not only in these geometries, but others as

well. The computer code would prove extremely useful in estimating the relative

performance of these different structures prior to their construction.

Concerning improvements and upgrades to the current code, the following are

recommended. Since flooding of a capillary-driven evaporator or a heat pipe is an

expected phenomenon in a transient body force environment, a flooding model should be

developed. This would allow the current groove structure to be rotated to higher angles

than were studied in this work.

The current code utilizes a linear model for the liquid front and the comparison

between experiment and the numerics and was within the experimental uncertainty. A

second order front model was mentioned but not investigated. As higher rotation rates

are considered, the shape of the front may experience some changes. For example, during

a dryout the first order model may be a good approximation; however, during the rewet,
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a second order (or higher) model may be more appropriate than the linear model. Some

preliminary observations on the general shape of fronts during these higher rotation rate

tests is warranted.

The current code utilizes an explicit, first order accurate scheme which suffers

from a small timestep restriction. Effort should be expended into developing and

validating an implicit version of the code. This would serve to reduce the amount of

processing time required to generate results. For example, experimental run times for this

experiment were on the order of minutes, while computer runs required approximately 24

hours on a Silicon Graphics workstation. An implicit scheme would increase the

allowable timestep and reduce the overall run times.

Finally, this new model should be coupled to both a heat pipe vapor model and

a heat pipe wall model to simulate a complete heat pipe. Since validating the

performance of such a device in a transient body force environment was one impetus for

this work, the model should be modified and input into a heat pipe/transient body force

scenario. Where possible, actual experimental data should be used and compared to the

output of this new model to determine the level of improvement over existing prediction

tools.
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Appendix A. Heat Pipe Wick Models

The purpose of this appendix is to present two generally accepted numerical

models that describe liquid motion in a heat pipe wick, the Groove Analysis Program and

the Beam piston model. The assumptions inherent in each model are discussed and a

brief description of how each model is used to solve a wick flow problem is provided.

Groove Analysis Program

In a 1977 study on the performance of axially-grooved heat pipes, an in-depth

analysis of the liquid flow in axial channels was funded by NASA and performed by

B & K Engineering, Inc. (52). The result from the work was a computer code, named

GAP, that numerically solved the differential equations governing the hydrodynamic flow.

The theoretical model accounted for fluid recession into the wick as well as laminar and

turbulent vapor flow conditions. Evaporator elevation above the condenser was included

as an input to the code but was treated as a constant and was not allowed to vary in time.

Good agreement between the theory and experimental heat pipe results was noted by the

authors with deviations at the high and low elevation regimes.

The theoretical model is based on independent grooves equally affected by body

forces. Incompressible, laminar flow is assumed for the liquid and Darcy flow is used

to model the viscous pressure drop. Only body forces in the direction of liquid flow are

addressed, and constant fluid properties and steady state operating conditions are assumed.

The governing equations are solved numerically by specifying an initial heat input

and a minimum radius of curvature at the evaporator equal to one half the groove

opening. The axial variation in the liquid radius of curvature required to support steady-

state operation of the pipe is then determined by integrating the equations between the

evaporator and the condenser. The value of the heat input to the pipe is varied until the
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liquid radius of curvature at the end of the condenser equals to the radius of the vapor

space. This value of heat is termed the capillary pumping limit.

Beam Piston Model

In this presentation, the wick is assumed to be an axial rectangular groove milled

into a flat plate. The groove has a constant cross-sectional flow area, A. , and length,

L., with equal condenser and evaporator lengths of L,. and L., respectively as shown by

the solid line control volume in Figure A-i. Note that L. - L. + Lw .

planar front

e

pAVW V wet

------------------------ 4

CO ev

X=O X=X0

Figure A-1. Control Volume for Beam Piston Model--Continuity Analysis

The liquid control volume is depicted by the dotted line in the figure. The left

hand side of the control volume is defimed as x -xo and is located at a position along the

wick such that xo = (La, + L,)/2. For this discussion, note that x0 lies midway along the

total wick length.
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At any given time and axial location, the wick can either be totally wet (full) or

totally dry (empty), but not both. The interface between the wet and dry regions, defmied

as the front, is assumed to be planar and perpendicular to the flow direction and serves

as a moving boundary of the control volume. The location of this moving front is at

location x. Continuity for this control volume requires that the sum of the time rate of

change of mass within the control volume and the rate of mass entering the control

volume minus the rate of mass exiting the control volume equal zero. Applying this

statement of conservation of mass to Figure A-1 yields

d tpA.Ax) +1h -pA V =0 [A-1]

dt

where p is the liquid density, V is the liquid velocity at x = xo, in is the mass flow lost

from the wick due to evaporation, and Ax =x -xo.

The liquid velocity is modeled using Figure A-2. The flow is assumed to be

steady and the change in momentum flow is assumed to be negligible. Because of this

assumption, the sum of all forces acting on the control volume must equal zero.

Summing the forces in the flow direction yields

PA., - PA. - d(PA.) d& - •cA = 0 [A-2]
dx

where P is the liquid pressure, c is the shear stress and A is the circumferential wick area

over which the shear force acts. Dividing by A. and dr, Eqn [A-2] is rewritten as,

dP -A [A-3]
dx AT dx

Rewriting this equation in terms of the hydraulic radius, rh , yields
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XX0

PA - PA + d(PA )
w w

dx

,rA

Figure A-2. Control Volume for Beam Piston Model--Momentum Analysis

d P 2 -r[ A 4dl'= - 2t [A-4]

dx rh

"The right hand side of Eqn [A-4] may be rewritten as (41)

- pVfRe)V [A-5]

rh 2

where p is the liquid viscosity, f is the friction factor and Re is the Reynolds Number

based on the hydraulic diameter. Substituting Eqn [A-5] into Eqn [A-4] and solving for

velocity gives

V= -_ rhA dP [A-6]
p(f'Re) dx
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Substituting Eqn [A-6] into Eqn CA-i] &W noting that d dy

dx r_ r dP 0hn [A-7]
dt p (f'Re) dx pA.

For this model, the location of the liquid front is assumed to be the point at which

the maximum capillary pressure difference is attained. The maximum capillary pressure

difference for this geometry is

P,=- [A-8]

where a is the fluid surface tension coefficient and R.., is the minimum radius of

curvature allowed by the geometry; in this case, one-half the groove width. Substituting

this into Eqn [A-7] yields

2
dx rh Me [A-9]

dt p(f'Re) Rm,.x pAw

where the evaporative mass flow is assumed to be known. Integrating Eqn [A-9] with

respect to time, t , provides the location of the liquid front as a function of time.
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